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The Arts in Grade 3

Third grade students focus on the organizing and reflecting stages of the creative process.  
Students begin to use a wide variety of thematic ideas in their artwork to expand their 
perception of how the arts are used to communicate.  The teacher may present specific 
criteria for desired outcomes of a performance or the students may help develop the criteria.  
The students discuss the work after it is completed, with the teacher making sure that 
students can express their desired intent.  

Third grade teachers enhance students’ ability to evaluate the effectiveness of artworks using 
appropriate vocabulary, describing, and analyzing.  This process helps students develop think-
ing skills that improve the quality of their personal work.  They learn to respond to the work 
of others, offering multiple interpretations.  Teachers help students learn to refer to specific 
features of artworks to justify judgment.

Students learn to observe subtle qualities in their environment from a variety of vantage points.  
Using an arts vocabulary, teachers guide exploration and discussion about what students see, 
hear, and touch, and help students express their sensory awareness through various art forms 
and techniques.

Teachers help students describe and interpret how the arts are encountered in daily life.  
With guidance, students learn to identify the purpose of chosen artwork, methods by which 
they were made (their forms), and reasons people create.

In third grade, essential content includes change, transformation, and the environment, both 
man-made and natural.  Writing, text structure, and organization are enhanced as students 
practice composition in the arts.  Journals and notebooks are important in all subjects in the 
classroom and students learn to reflect upon their own artwork using art portfolios or journals.

Feeding Time – Jerry McNeeley
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Arts Standards and Benchmarks

Standard 1: Visual Arts – Understand and apply art materials, techniques, and processes  
in the creation of original works of art and understand how the visual arts communicate  
a variety of ideas, feelings, and experiences.

Standard 2: Music – Understand and apply elements of music and understand how music 
communicates ideas, feelings, and experiences across cultures.

Standard 3: Drama and Theatre – Understand and apply the skills of acting, design, and  
technical theatre and understand the role of drama in various cultures throughout history.

Standard 4: Dance – Understand and apply elements of dance, appreciate how dance  
communicates meaning, and recognize its role across cultures and throughout history.
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STANDARDS and BENCHMARKS
Standard 1: Visual Arts – Understand and apply art materials, techniques, and processes in the creation of

original works of art and understand how the visual arts communicate a variety of ideas, feelings, and experiences.

Standard 2: Music – Understand and apply elements of music and understand how music communicates

ideas, feelings, and experiences across cultures.

Standard 3: Drama and Theatre – Understand and apply the skills of acting, design, and technical theatre

and understand the role of drama in various cultures throughout history.

Standard 4: Dance – Understand and apply elements of dance, appreciate how dance communicates meaning,

and recognize its role across cultures and throughout history.

Topic Code Benchmark

FA.3.1.1

FA.3.1.2

Use the elements and principles of art and design, including value (e.g., tints and

shades, analogous colors), line, rhythm, movement, proportion, and balance.

Use a variety of art and technology media to create an original work of art.

FA.3.2.1

FA.3.2.2

FA.3.2.3

FA.3.2.4

FA.3.2.5

FA.3.2.6

FA.3.2.7

Use the notation of whole, half, quarter, eighth, dotted-half notes, and rests.

Read the notes of a “C” major scale on a staff.

Identify simple musical forms and melodic or rhythmic ostinato (repeated)

pattern.

Identify the basic instruments of the orchestra by sight, sound, and category (e.g.,

brass, woodwind, percussion, strings).

Sing rounds and partner songs from memory.

Compare elements of music, such as form, pattern, or rhythm, to other art forms.

Create short rhythmic and melodic phrases using two to four measure phrases

and five different pitches on a staff.

FA.3.3.1 Create a dramatization based on a true story.

How the Arts are

Organized

FA.3.4.1 Apply dance elements to create a simple movement sequence.

Topic Code Benchmark

FA.3.1.3

FA.3.1.4
Use observational skills in creating an original work of art.

Use visual arts vocabulary to discuss and compare works of art.

FA.3.2.8 Use specific musical terms to respond to elements of a musical performance.

FA.3.3.2

FA.3.3.3

Use appropriate audience etiquette while listening and watching a theatrical

performance.

Use the elements of theatre to create a critique of a theatrical performance.

How the Arts

Communicate

FA.3.4.2 Explain personal interpretations of a variety of dances.

Topic Code Benchmark

FA.3.1.5 Compare themes and subject matter in works of art from different time periods.

FA.3.2.9

FA.3.2.10

Identify developmentally appropriate pieces of music representing various time

periods.

Perform songs from various cultures within their cultural context.

FA.3.3.4 Compare similar dramatic themes between works from various cultures.

How the Arts

Shape and

Reflect Culture

FA.3.4.3 Perform and explain similarities and differences between dance movements of

different styles (e.g., ballet, jazz), cultures, and time periods.
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Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, 
songs, or images – are organized.  Just as the elements 
of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into  
a variety of forms (essays, poems), so are the arts  
organized by elements and principles.
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Teachers are encouraged to connect the fine arts topics with content in other areas. Examples of possible

benchmark connections are listed below.

�������� ����
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

�������� ���� ����������

����� Use a common word parts and structures to read new words.

����� Use hierarchies (e.g., specific to concrete, formal and informal) and categories (e.g., parts of speech,

comparative and superlative forms, words with multiple meanings) to read increasingly complex words.

����� Read grade-appropriate narrative and informational text aloud with fluency and accuracy.

����� Describe how the organizational structures of informational and literary texts reflect their different

purposes.

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ������������ Students also come to understand that the arts exist for a variety of purposes, or

functions. Artists make work to communicate. By studying “How the Arts Communicate,” students build literacy

and develop critical thinking, analysis, and interpretive skills.

�������� ���� ����������

����� Explain main ideas or events that develop the author’s message or underlying theme.

����� Compare characters, setting, and plots of two or more stories.

����� Explain the difference between figurative and literal language.

����� Add details, descriptions, and information from different sources to elaborate meaning.

����� Use oral language to obtain information, complete a task, and share ideas and personal opinions with

others.

����� Give verbal and nonverbal feedback to a speaker to promote mutual understanding.

����� Vary expression, level, pacing and intonation according to content and purpose.

����� Use simple gestures, eye contact, and other nonverbal language to complement and enhance verbal

messages.

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ����� ��� ������� �������� The arts also connect people across time and cultures. Through the

study of the arts, students gain a greater understanding of their own culture as well as prepare for global

citizenship.

�������� ���� ����������

����� Adjust dialect (e.g., standard English, Hawaiian Creole, colloquialisms) to grade-appropriate audience,

purpose, and situation.

Framework for Linking the Arts to other Core Areas

Students explore how works of art – dance, scenes, 
songs, or images – are organized.  Just as the elements 
of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into  
a variety of forms (essays, poems), so are the arts  
organized by elements and principles.

Language Arts

ORGANIZED ArtsHOW THE ARE

Students also come to understand that the arts exist 
for a variety of purposes, or functions.  Artists make 
work to communicate.  By studying “How the Arts 
Communicate,” students build literacy and develop 
critical thinking, analysis, and interpretive skills.
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The arts also connect people across time and  
cultures.  Through the study of the arts, students  
gain a greater understanding of their own culture  
as well as prepare for global citizenship.
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��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

���� ����������

����� Estimate an determine the elapsed time between two events or times.

����� Predict and confirm the result of flipping, sliding, and turning shapes.

����� Use flips, slides, and turns to show that a shape or design is symmetrical.

����� Recognize rotational symmetry of plane figures.

����� Create and describe growing numerical and spatial patterns and generalize a rule for the pattern.

������ Make reasonable predictions concerning the likelihood of an event occurring (e.g., certain, likely,

unlikely, impossible).

�������
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

������� ����������

����� Compare distinct structures of living things that help them to survive.

����� Explain how things make sound through vibrations.

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ������������ Students also come to understand that the arts exist for a variety of purposes, or

functions. Artists make work to communicate. By studying “How the Arts Communicate,” students build literacy

and develop critical thinking, analysis, and interpretive skills.

������� ����������

����� Compare how simple machines do work to make life easier.

����� Describe how the water cycle is related to weather and climate.

Science
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Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, 
songs, or images – are organized.  Just as the elements 
of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into  
a variety of forms (essays, poems), so are the arts  
organized by elements and principles.
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a variety of forms (essays, poems), so are the arts  
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Students also come to understand that the arts exist 
for a variety of purposes, or functions.  Artists make 
work to communicate.  By studying “How the Arts 
Communicate,” students build literacy and develop 
critical thinking, analysis, and interpretive skills.
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������ �������
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

������ ������� ����������

����� Use geographic representations (e.g., maps, globes, graphs, charts, models) to organize and analyze

geographic information.

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ������������ Students also come to understand that the arts exist for a variety of purposes, or

functions. Artists make work to communicate. By studying “How the Arts Communicate,” students build literacy

and develop critical thinking, analysis, and interpretive skills.

������ ������� ����������

����� Investigate the history of communities over time using level-appropriate primary sources (e.g., maps,

photos, oral histories, letters, and newspapers).

����� Analyze varying perspectives of an experience or event based on the differing viewpoints of the teller,

listener, and/or the participants.

����� Describe ways in which people exercise power without authority.

����� Use geographic representations (e.g., maps, globes, graphs, charts, models) to organize and analyze

geographic information.

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ����� ��� ������� �������� The arts also connect people across time and cultures. Through the

study of the arts, students gain a greater understanding of their own culture as well as prepare for global

citizenship.

������ ������� ����������

����� Explain that different cultures have unique values, beliefs, and practices.

����� Make informed judgments about cultures based on evidence from cultural artifacts.

����� Explain how cultural elements (e.g., language, art music, stories, legends, and traditions) can change

over time and explain possible reasons for that change.

Students explore how works of art – dance, scenes, 
songs, or images – are organized.  Just as the elements 
of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into 
a variety of forms (essays, poems), so are the arts 
organized by elements and principles.

Social Studies

ORGANIZED ArtsHOW THE ARE

Students also come to understand that the arts exist 
for a variety of purposes, or functions.  Artists make 
work to communicate.  By studying “How the Arts 
Communicate,” students build literacy and develop 
critical thinking, analysis, and interpretive skills.
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organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

������ ������� ����������

����� Use geographic representations (e.g., maps, globes, graphs, charts, models) to organize and analyze

geographic information.

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ������������ Students also come to understand that the arts exist for a variety of purposes, or

functions. Artists make work to communicate. By studying “How the Arts Communicate,” students build literacy

and develop critical thinking, analysis, and interpretive skills.

������ ������� ����������

����� Investigate the history of communities over time using level-appropriate primary sources (e.g., maps,

photos, oral histories, letters, and newspapers).

����� Analyze varying perspectives of an experience or event based on the differing viewpoints of the teller,

listener, and/or the participants.

����� Describe ways in which people exercise power without authority.

����� Use geographic representations (e.g., maps, globes, graphs, charts, models) to organize and analyze

geographic information.

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ����� ��� ������� �������� The arts also connect people across time and cultures. Through the

study of the arts, students gain a greater understanding of their own culture as well as prepare for global

citizenship.

������ ������� ����������

����� Explain that different cultures have unique values, beliefs, and practices.

����� Make informed judgments about cultures based on evidence from cultural artifacts.

����� Explain how cultural elements (e.g., language, art music, stories, legends, and traditions) can change

over time and explain possible reasons for that change.

The arts also connect people across time and 
cultures.  Through the study of the arts, students 
gain a greater understanding of their own culture 
as well as prepare for global citizenship.

SHAPE & 
REFLECT
CULTURE
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���� ���������� ������

������ Shape Transformation ������ 3 ��� �����������

Visual Arts

���� ������

60 minutes

������ ��������� Students create a modern design composition using their knowledge of math transformation

and art elements and principles.

������� 1. Self-Directed Learner, 3. Complex Thinker

���� ���������� How Arts are Organized – FA 3.1.1: Use the elements and principles of art and design,

including value (e.g., tints, shades, and analogous colors), line, rhythm, movement, proportion, and balance.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Consistently use the

elements and principles of

art and design, including

value, line, rhythm,

movement, proportion,

and balance.

Usually use the elements

and principles of art and

design, including value,

line, rhythm, movement,

proportion, and balance.

Sometimes use the

elements and principles of

art and design, including

value, line, rhythm,

movement, proportion,

and balance.

Rarely use the elements

and principles of art and

design, including value,

line, rhythm, movement,

proportion, and balance.

��� ���� ����������� pattern, texture, line, shape (geometric and organic), space, composition value, rhythm,

movement, proportion, balance, abstract, non-objective

������� ���� ���������� Transformation – MA.3.6.1: Predict and confirm the result of flipping, turning, and

sliding shapes�

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Predict and confirm the

result of flipping, turning,

and sliding shapes with

accuracy.

Predict and confirm the

result of flipping, turning,

and sliding shapes with no

significant errors.

Predict and confirm the

result of flipping, turning,

and sliding shapes with

few significant errors.

Predict and confirm the

result of flipping, turning,

and sliding shapes with

many significant errors.

��������� ��� ��� Regular seating.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Overhead projector for teacher demonstration and for art examples on transparencies

� Pre-cut 3 x 3 pieces of oak tag or card stock, one per student

� Per student: 8 x 10 drawing paper; scissors; pencil, black marker, color pencils, crayons or oil pastels; writing

paper for recording procedure

� Suggested art prints to share with students:

Joan Miro ���� ����� ������������), Wassily Kandinsky (������ ����������), Paul Klee (���� �� ������ �������������

(Teacher note: Type the name of the artist in your computer search engine to access artwork to download.

Print out on transparencies to share with students. Other sources for art prints are your school library or the

Honolulu Academy of Arts lending library.)

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� the art elements and principles (e.g., line, shape, space, color,

texture, pattern, variety) and be familiar with geometric transformation – flips, turns, and slides.

�������� �����

Have your simple shape precut for the demonstration. See example.

Distribute supplies prior to beginning lesson.

Shape Transformation
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

��

���������������� art is where the artist paints what the objects look like. There is

�������� art, where artists simplify the objects using a style and expression, but the

objects are still recognizable. The third type is ������������� art, where there are no

objects, and the artist only uses expression through the �������� and ���������� of

art. These last two types are ������ ���.

(Teacher note: Show abstract and non-objective art prints. Ask students to describe

the elements principles they see in the prints. Do they see repetition, transformation

of shapes, etc.?)

�

��

Today we will create a modern art composition using our knowledge of geometric

transformation as well as the elements and principles of art. Using a simple shape,

you will create a formula that tests your ability to predict the result of flipping,

sliding and turning a shape. Follow along as I demonstrate the steps on the

overhead:

Step 1: Cut out a simple shape from the 3 x 3 card.

(Teacher note: Show students your cutout shape.)

Step 2: Write a formula using the shape in a series of flips, turns, and slides and

predict where the shape will end on your 8x12 paper. I’ve created a sample

prediction formula for my shape:

1. Beginning point: Trace shape near top left.

2. Slide to Right.

3. Make a quarter turn to the left.

4. Flip vertically down.

5. Flip horizontally right a second time.

6. Flip vertically down to the ending point.

7. Ending point is at the lower right edge of the paper.

Step 3: Use the formula to create your artwork. The artwork will confirm if your

prediction is correct. Watch as I create my design using my formula.

(Teacher note: Create design with formula from Step 2. Trace shape at each step.)

Does the artwork confirm my prediction?

�� You have your materials on your desk.

Cut out your simple shape first. It can be ���������� (as in a cone or quadrilateral),

or can be what would be called �������� where it is a made-up shape.

Second, create your transformation formula, predicting where the shape will end

after a series of flips, turns, and slides. Record your formula on your writing paper.

Next, create your design on you 8x12 paper. Lightly trace the shape with pencil.

Were you accurate in your prediction?

Finally, when you have completed your design, outline the shapes with a medium

thick black marker. Complete your composition using ������ ������� ��������, or

������� ������� to the �������� ����� (background) of your composition. Think

about �����, or lightness to darkness of your overall design. Does it look ��������?

(Teacher note: When students have completed their work, have them place the

artwork in a designated area for exhibiting and reflection.)

�

�
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��

������� ���������� ���� ���������

�������� �������� ��� ���������� ���� �� ���� ������ ������ ����� ������ ���������

�� �������� ��������

�������� ���� ���� ����������� ���� ���� ������� ������� ���

���� ����� ����� ��� ���� ���� �������� ����

���� ����� ��� ������ �� ���� ����

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

�������� �������� ��� ����������

���� �� ���� ������ ������ �����

������ ��������� �� �������� ��������

�������� ���� ���� �����������

���� ���� ������� ������� ���

���� ����� ����� ��� ���� ����

�������� ����

���� ����� ��� ������ �� ����

����

������ ��������

������� �

�� ��������� ������ ����� ����� ���� ��� ���� �������

�� ����� �� ������

�� ���� ���������� �����

�� ���� � ������������ �� ��� ������

�� ������ ������ ��� ���� �� ����� �� ��� ����� �� �������
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��

������� ���������� ���� ���������

�������� �������� ��� ���������� ���� �� ���� ������ ������ ����� ������ ���������

�� �������� ��������

�������� ���� ���� ����������� ���� ���� ������� ������� ���

���� ����� ����� ��� ���� ���� �������� ����

���� ����� ��� ������ �� ���� ����

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

�������� �������� ��� ����������

���� �� ���� ������ ������ �����

������ ��������� �� �������� ��������

�������� ���� ���� �����������

���� ���� ������� ������� ���

���� ����� ����� ��� ���� ����

�������� ����

���� ����� ��� ������ �� ����

����

������ ��������

������� �

�� ��������� ������ ����� ����� ���� ��� ���� �������

�� ����� �� ������

�� ���� ���������� �����

�� ���� � ������������ �� ��� ������

�� ������ ������ ��� ���� �� ����� �� ��� ����� �� �������
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��

������� ���������� ���� ���������

�������� �������� ��� ���������� ���� �� ���� ������ ������ ����� ������ ���������

�� �������� ��������

�������� ���� ���� ����������� ���� ���� ������� ������� ���

���� ����� ����� ��� ���� ���� �������� ����

���� ����� ��� ������ �� ���� ����

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

�������� �������� ��� ����������

���� �� ���� ������ ������ �����

������ ��������� �� �������� ��������

�������� ���� ���� �����������

���� ���� ������� ������� ���

���� ����� ����� ��� ���� ����

�������� ����

���� ����� ��� ������ �� ����

����

������ ��������

������� �

�� ��������� ������ ����� ����� ���� ��� ���� �������

�� ����� �� ������

�� ���� ���������� �����

�� ���� � ������������ �� ��� ������

�� ������ ������ ��� ���� �� ����� �� ��� ����� �� �������
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���� ���������� ������

������ Chiaroscuro Apple ������ 3 ��� �����������

Visual Arts

���� ������

60 minutes

������ ��������� Students use their observational skills to create three pencil drawings of apples. Students

write descriptions of their drawings, using specific verbs and adverbs.

������� 1. Self-Directed Learner, 5. Effective Communicator

���� ���������� How the Arts Communicate – FA.3.1.3: Use observational skills in creating an original work of

art.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Consistently use

observational skills in

creating an original work

of art.

Usually uses observational

skills in creating an

original work of art.

Sometimes uses

observational skills in

creating an original work

of art.

Rarely uses observational

skills in creating an

original work of art.

��� ���� ����������� shape, form, contour, texture, depth, value, highlight, chiaroscuro

������� ���� ���������� Clarity – L.A.3.5.4: Use specific verbs and adverbs to describe places, things, or

events.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Use creative and specific

verbs and adverbs to describe

places, things, or events.

Use specific verbs and

adverbs to describe places,

things, or events.

Use common or generic

verbs and adverbs to describe

places, things, or events.

Use vague or incorrect verbs

and adverbs to describe

places, things, or events.

��������� ��� ��� Regular seating.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Each student needs: apple; drawing paper and pencil; writing paper; napkin

� Suggested Art prints that are examples of form and gray scale:

Albrecht Durer, ������ �� ������ or M.C. Escher, ���� and ���� ��������.

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� gradation and how to draw a value (gray) scale, have some

experience with contour drawing, and know geometric shapes and forms.

�������� ���� See drawing example below.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

As artists draw objects, they consider the object’s basic ����� and ����. When

artists talk about ����� they are referring to three-dimensional objects. They refer to

������ as two-dimensional. Look at this example of a basic shape (circle). What

would be its form (sphere)? For example, a flat bristled paintbrush might be a long

cylinder with a cube at the end; a camera is a cube with an attached cylinder for its

lens.

During the time of the Renaissance, artists developed a technique called

����������� to create the illusion of ����� �going into the distance) and ����. This

Italian term means light (chiaro) and dark (oscuro). Renaissance artists were masters

at creating a 3-dimensional look on a 2-dimensional surface.

�

Chiaroscuro Apple
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��

�

Today you will draw, write, and eat. (Teacher note: Pass out an apple, a napkin,

drawing and writing paper and pencils to each student.)

What is an apple’s basic form (sphere)? Look at this apple on the desk. Do you

notice how light hits one side and gradually gets darker as the surface of the apple

turns away from the light? Notice the shadow that is cast on the opposite side of the

light source. Lightly draw the apple. Draw the actual size of the apple, which is about

the size of your fist. Draw any grooves or bulges in the �������� or outline, of the

apple. After you draw the contour, begin to shade your apple. Leave the paper white

where light hits the apple. This is called ���������. Think about the different levels

of shading as you fill in with your pencil. Which areas are darker than others? Is

there a shadow cast on the opposite side of the light? This is called ������

After you have drawn your apple, write a paragraph on your other paper, describing

the apple. Include any art vocabulary such as line, shape, form, texture, value, and

color and also descriptive words.

�

�

��
Take one or two bites out of your apple. Draw your partially eaten apple next to the

apple that you just drew, placing the second apple slightly behind, and slightly

higher than the first apple. This will give a sense of ����� to your drawing. �����

the apple as your draw. Is there ������� to the bitten section?

Write a second paragraph describing this apple, and the act of eating the apple.

What was it like to bite into the apple? Think about specific verbs and adverbs you

might use in describing the look, smell, feel, and taste of your apple.

�

�

��
Eat your apple to the core. Draw the apple core on your paper. To add a sense of

�����, draw this apple slightly behind and higher than the other two apples that are

on the page. After you complete your third drawing, add a third paragraph to your

writing, describing the apple core and the eating of your apple, using both art

vocabulary as well as good descriptions that include specific and creative verbs and

adverbs.

Leave your completed drawings on your desk and we’ll take a gallery walk to look at

each other’s drawings.

�

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Does your drawing convey a sense of depth or form?

Describe everything you observe about the apple.

What verbs and adverbs did you use in your writing about the apple?

What would you change in your drawings or writing to improve it?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe everything you observe

about the apple.

Do our drawings convey a sense of

depth or form?

Do you see your descriptive verbs

and adverbs in your drawing?

What would you change in your

drawings or writing to improve it?
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���� ���������� ������

������ Detail Zoom ������ 3 ��� �����������

Visual Arts

���� ������

60 minutes

������ ��������� Students create a drawing and written description of an object, followed by a second drawing

and written description of a specific detail of their object.

������� 3. Complex Thinker 5. Effective Communicator

���� ���������� How the Arts Communicate – FA.3.1.3: Use observational skills in creating an original work of

art.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Consistently use

observational skills in

creating an original work

of art.

Usually use observational

skills in creating an

original work of art.

Sometimes use

observational skills in

creating an original work

of art.

Rarely use observational

skills in creating an

original work of art.

��� ���� ����������� value, form, light and shading, representational art

������� ���� ���������� Range of Writing – L.A.3.4.1: Write in a variety of grade-appropriate formats for a

variety of purposes and audiences.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Insightfully adapt writing

to grade-appropriate

formats for a variety of

purposes and audiences.

Adapt writing to grade-

appropriate formats for a

variety of purposes and

audiences.

Write with some

adaptation to grade-

appropriate formats for a

variety of purposes and

audiences.

Write with little

adaptation to grade-

appropriate formats for a

variety of purposes and

audiences.

��������� ��� ��� Gathered in a circle on floor for first part of lesson. Seated at desks for drawing activity.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Small items gathered from home or from around the classroom, one per student (e.g., spools of thread, boxes,

baskets, bottles of glue, candles, house plants, etc.)

� Drawing paper and pencil; writing paper

� Suggested art prints showing three-dimensional drawings of objects: M.C. Escher’s ���� �������� �� ���������

�������� ����� Ask students to bring objects from home. Place objects on a table for easy selection.

The second drawing and writing can take place in another session.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

��

�Teacher note: Gather students in a circle.)

Artists are observers of detail. Look closely at these art prints. They demonstrate the

use of ����� �light to dark) to give the objects a three-dimensional look. This is called

���� in visual art. Look carefully. Where do you see the use of �����? Where is it

lighter or darker? Look at the different levels of gray the artist used.

Now look at the object I have in my hand. Where is ����� reflecting? Where are the

�

Detail Zoom
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���� ���������� ������

������ Detail Zoom ������ 3 ��� �����������

Visual Arts

���� ������

60 minutes

������ ��������� Students create a drawing and written description of an object, followed by a second drawing

and written description of a specific detail of their object.

������� 3. Complex Thinker 5. Effective Communicator

���� ���������� How the Arts Communicate – FA.3.1.3: Use observational skills in creating an original work of

art.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Consistently use

observational skills in

creating an original work

of art.

Usually use observational

skills in creating an

original work of art.

Sometimes use

observational skills in

creating an original work

of art.

Rarely use observational

skills in creating an

original work of art.

��� ���� ����������� value, form, light and shading, representational art

������� ���� ���������� Range of Writing – L.A.3.4.1: Write in a variety of grade-appropriate formats for a

variety of purposes and audiences.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Insightfully adapt writing

to grade-appropriate

formats for a variety of

purposes and audiences.

Adapt writing to grade-

appropriate formats for a

variety of purposes and

audiences.

Write with some

adaptation to grade-

appropriate formats for a

variety of purposes and

audiences.

Write with little

adaptation to grade-

appropriate formats for a

variety of purposes and

audiences.

��������� ��� ��� Gathered in a circle on floor for first part of lesson. Seated at desks for drawing activity.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Small items gathered from home or from around the classroom, one per student (e.g., spools of thread, boxes,

baskets, bottles of glue, candles, house plants, etc.)

� Drawing paper and pencil; writing paper

� Suggested art prints showing three-dimensional drawings of objects: M.C. Escher’s ���� �������� �� ���������

�������� ����� Ask students to bring objects from home. Place objects on a table for easy selection.

The second drawing and writing can take place in another session.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

��

�Teacher note: Gather students in a circle.)

Artists are observers of detail. Look closely at these art prints. They demonstrate the

use of ����� �light to dark) to give the objects a three-dimensional look. This is called

���� in visual art. Look carefully. Where do you see the use of �����? Where is it

lighter or darker? Look at the different levels of gray the artist used.

Now look at the object I have in my hand. Where is ����� reflecting? Where are the

�
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more ������ areas where ����� cannot reflect? If you were to draw just one section of

this object, in other words to zoom in on just that section, what area would be

interesting to choose? If we look carefully at this one section of our object, what do

we see? What details do you see that perhaps you missed when looking at the object

as a whole?

��
As you return to your seat, you will select an object from this table.

Draw the object, using ������ or ����� to ����� to give it �����

When you are finished, write a descriptive paragraph about your object on a separate

sheet of paper.

�

��
Next, select just one section, or detail of your object. On the same drawing paper,

next to your first drawing, draw that section with as much detail as you can. How

does light hit this section of the object? Include ����� of light and dark in your

drawing.

When you have finished, add to your writing piece by describing this part of the

object in detail.

�

� Place your drawing on your desk. We’ll take a gallery walk to view everyone’s work. �

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Describe the values of light and dark in the artwork.

In your object, describe some of the details you zoomed in on.

Why is it important to zoom in on detail sometimes? Explain.

What would you add to your drawing or writing to improve either?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe the values of light and

dark in the artwork.

Describe some of the details you

zoomed in on in drawing your

object.

Why is it important to zoom in for

detail sometimes? Explain.

What would you add to your

drawing or writing to improve

either?
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���� ���������� ������

������ Changing Scapes ������ 3 ��� �����������

Visual Arts

���� ������

45 Minutes

������ ��������� Students compare similarities and differences of two landscape prints (or two seascape prints)

from two different periods, looking for changes in cultural elements and explaining possible reasons for those

changes during discussion and in a short writing exercise.

������� 2. Community Contributor; 4. Quality Producer

���� ���������� How the Arts Shape and Reflect Culture – FA 3.1.5: Compare themes and subject matter in

works of art from different time periods.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Compare, in great detail,

themes and subject matter

in works of art from

different time periods.

Compare, in detail,

themes and subject matter

in works of art from

different time periods.

Compare, in some detail,

themes and subject matter

in works of art from

different time periods.

Compare, in minimal

detail, themes and subject

matter in works of art

from different time

periods.

��� ���� ����������� space, foreground, middleground, background

������� ���� ���������� Cultural Dynamics/Change and Continuity – SS.3.6.3: Explain how cultural

elements can change over time and explain possible reasons for that change.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Compare how cultural

elements can change over

time and explain possible

reasons for that change.

Explain how cultural

elements can change over

time and explain possible

reasons for that change.

Give examples how

cultural elements can

change over time and

explain possible reasons

for that change.

Recognize that cultural

elements can change over

time and explain possible

reasons for that change.

��������� ��� ��� Students gathered in a group to view art prints.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Two art prints with similar themes or subject matter from different time periods.

Suggested Landscape prints:

George Seurat, ������ ��������� �� ��� ������ �� �� ������ ������ �����

Grandma Moses� � ��������� ������ �����

Suggested Seascape prints:

Claude Monet, ������� ����� ������� ��� ������� �� ������ �����

Edward Hopper� ������ ������ �����

These prints can be found on line at www.artcyclopedia.com

�������� ����� These prints are only suggestions. You can choose artwork from different time periods that depict

different themes or subject matter (e.g., self-portraits, mother and child, etc.) Choose a theme or subject matter

that is appropriate to the class curriculum. You might want to follow this lesson with students researching facts

about the artist, the artwork, or the time period.

Changing Scapes
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�
(Teacher note: Display the two landscape art prints.)

Today we are going to look at two landscapes from different time periods.

(Teacher note: Give background on both landscapes, the artists, the year and time

period that the work was created.)

��
Let’s look at ������ ��������� �� ��� ������ �� �� ������ �����. What colors and

textures do you see? (Teacher note: List student observations on the board or chart

paper.)

Artists arrange objects and people in the canvas ����� to carry your eye through the

picture. Some are in the ���������� or the front, some are in the middle called

������������, and some are in the distance, or ����������. How has the artist

used the element of ����� on the canvas? Where has he placed people and objects?

Let’s make a list together of all of the details you see that might reveal the culture

during that time. What do you notice about how people are dressed? Why do you

suppose they are dressed like that? Where does this take place? If you were in the

park on a Sunday, would you be dressed like this? Is it a warm day? How can you

tell? Would you like to have lived in this time period? Why? Why not?

What do you suppose the artist is trying to communicate in the artwork? What is the

mood? What other cultural elements do you think you might be able to describe just

by looking at this picture?

(Teacher note: Prompt students about cultural elements such as transportation,

family life, attitudes, etc.)

Now let’s look at � ��������� ����� by Grandma Moses.

(Teacher note: Ask students similar questions about this print.)

�

�� Let’s do a short writing exercise comparing the two landscapes. Look at the list of all

our observations. Write several paragraphs, comparing the two cultures. In your

writing, you will want to answer these questions:

What similar or different moods are conveyed in the two landscapes?

What does each landscape tell us about the culture or time period in which it was

made? About the people? Do you see any change between the two time periods?

Why do you suppose this change took place?

�

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

What is the most interesting or surprising aspect of these two landscapes that you’ve

learned today? Why?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe what you see in each

landscape.

Describe the similarities and

differences that you see in the two

landscapes.

What similar or different moods are

conveyed in the two landscapes?

What does each landscape tell us

about the culture or time period in

which it was made? About the

people? Do you see any change

between the two time periods? Why

do you think this change took place?

What is the most interesting or

surprising aspect of these two

landscapes that you’ve learned

today? Why?
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���� ���������� ������

������ Ostinato ������ 3 ��� �����������

Music

���� ������

45 Minutes

������ ��������� Students create and generalize a rule using rhythmic ostinato.

������� 3. Complex Thinker

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.3.2.3: Identify simple musical forms and melodic or

rhythmic ostinato (repeated) pattern.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Identify a variety of simple

musical forms and

melodic or rhythmic

ostinato (repeated)

pattern, with accuracy.

Identify a variety of simple

musical forms and

melodic or rhythmic

ostinato (repeated)

pattern, with no

significant errors.

Identify a few simple

musical forms and

melodic or rhythmic

ostinato (repeated)

pattern, with a few

significant and/or many

minor errors.

Identify one or two simple

musical forms and

melodic or rhythmic

ostinato (repeated)

pattern, with a few

significant and/or many

minor errors.

��� ���� ����������� ostinato, measure, rhythm, quarter and eighth notes and quarter rests, accompaniment

������� ���� ���������� Patterns – MA.3.9.1: Create and describe growing numerical and spatial patterns and

generalize a rule for the pattern.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Create and describe

growing numerical and

spatial patterns and

generalize a rule for the

pattern, with accuracy.

Create and describe

growing numerical and

spatial patterns and

generalize a rule for the

pattern, with no

significant errors.

Create and describe

growing numerical and

spatial patterns and

generalize a rule for the

pattern, with a few

significant errors.

Create and describe

growing numerical and

spatial patterns and

generalize a rule for the

pattern, with many

significant errors.

��������� ��� ��� Arrange space so that students can play instruments.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Cards or charts with two measure rhythmic patterns of quarter and eighth notes and quarter rests (See

“Ostinato Pattern”)

� Instrumental music with strong beat in 4/4 time (e.g., Mannheim Steamroller. 25 year Celebration of,

American Gramaphone. 1999. (Available at amazon.com.)

� Percussion instruments (classroom implements may be substituted: e.g., pencils, desks, chairs, etc.)

� Blank paper and pencils

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� what a measure is and how to read simple rhythmic patterns of

quarter and eighth notes and quarter rest.

�������� ����

Set clear boundaries of where students can go to play their ostinatos and how and when to play.

Ostinato
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

�������� ����� ���� ����������� ���� ������ ����������

� �� ����� �� ���� ��� �� ����� ������ �������� ������� ����� �� ���� � ������ ��

��������� ��� ��� �������� ����� ��� � �� ��������� ���� �� ����� ��� ��������

�������� ����� �� ������� ������� �� ��� �������� ��������� ��������� ���� ����������

��� ����� ������ ��� �� ��� �������� ��� ����� ���� �� ������� ����� �� �� ���������

������ ������ ���� � ����� �� ��� ���� �� ���� ���� ������� ������ ������ ������

������ ����� ���� ���� ������� ���������

�

�

�

���� ����� ����� ���� ��� �������� �� �� ������������� �� � ����� �� ������ ����� ��

���� �� ���� �� ���� �� ��� ����� ���� ��� ������ �������� ����� ��� ��������� ����

�������� ������������

��� ��� �� ���������� �� ���� ��� �������� ���������������� �� ��

�������������� ���� ��� ����� ���� ��������� ���� ��� ���� ��� �������� �������

���� ��� ����

�

�

�� ������ �� � ���� ���� ��������� � �� ����� �� �� ��������� � ��� ���������� ��� ���

���� ���� � ���� �������� ����� ���� �������� � ������ ��� ����� ���� �� �������� ������

���� ������� ��� ����� ������� �� ������� ��� ������� ��� ������ ������� � ������ ���

����� ����� ����� ������� �� ������� ���� ��� ������ ������� ������ ����� ������

��� ��� ���� �� �� ���� ������� ����� ��� �������� �� ������������

��� ��� �������� ���� � ��� �� ��� ��������� ��� ��� ���������� � ���� ���� �����

�������� ���� � ���� ���� ������ �� ��������� �� ��� ������� ����� ���� � ���� �� ���

�� �� ��� ������ ������� ���� �� �������� ��������

���� ����� ��� ������ ��� ��������� ������ ������������������������ ��� ���� �

������� ���� ��������� ���� �� ���� ��� ���� ��� �������� ������� ������

���������������� ����������������������� �������������������������������

������ ����� ���� ���� ����� �� �� ������������� �� ���� ������

�������� ����� ���� ���� �� ������� ��������� ���� �������� �������������

�

�

�

�� �� ���� ������ ���� � ������� �� � ������� ���� ������ ��� ��� ������ ��������

������� ����� ���� �� ������ ���� ��������

��� ����� ��� ������� ���� ��� ������ �������� ���� ������� ���� � ��������

������� ���� �������� ���� ������� �� �������� ��� ��� ������� ��������� ��������

�� ��� ������ ����� ������� � ���� ��� ����� ������� ��� ������� � ���� ��� ������

�������� �������� ���� ��������

������ ���� ���� ��������

�

�

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

����� ������� ��� ��� ����� ����

���� ����� ��� ������ �� ���� �������� �� ���� �� ���� ������������

���� ������� ���� ��� ��� ��� �� �������� ��� �������� ���� ��� ���� ��������

�
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���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����
��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

�������� ��� ������� ��� �����

�������� ���� ��������

�������� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���

��������� ���� ������� ���� ��� ���

��� �� �������� ���� ��������

���� ��� ����� ���� ��������� ����

��� ���� ��� �������� ������� ����

��� ����

����� ������� ��� ��� ����� ����

���� ����� ��� ������ �� ����

�������� �� ���� �� ����

������������

�������� ��������
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���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����
��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

�������� ��� ������� ��� �����

�������� ���� ��������

�������� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���

��������� ���� ������� ���� ��� ���

��� �� �������� ���� ��������

���� ��� ����� ���� ��������� ����

��� ���� ��� �������� ������� ����

��� ����

����� ������� ��� ��� ����� ����

���� ����� ��� ������ �� ����

�������� �� ���� �� ����

������������

�������� ��������
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���� ���������� ������

������ Cinderella ������ 3 ��� �����������

Drama

���� ������

30 minutes

������ ��������� Students create and share frozen images that dramatize specific parts of the Cinderella story

and demonstrate an understanding of the story’s message or theme.

������� 2. Community Contributor

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.3.3.1: Create a dramatization based on a story.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Create an insightful

dramatization based on a

story, which describes

characters, environments,

and situations.

Create an appropriate

dramatization based on a

story, which describes

characters, environments,

and situations.

Create an appropriate

dramatization based on a

story, which describes two

of the following:

characters, environments,

or situations.

Create an ineffective

dramatization based on a

story, which describes one

of the following:

characters, environments,

or situations.

��� ���� ����������� collaborate, point of focus, tableau, scene, characters, sequence, setting

������� ���� ���������� Interpretive Stance – LA.3.3.1 Explain main ideas or events that develop the author's

message or underlying theme.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Analyze how main ideas

and events develop the

author's message or

underlying theme, with

clear, specific textual

evidence.

Explain main ideas or

events that develop the

author's message or

underlying theme.

Identify some of the main

ideas or events that

develop the author's

message or underlying

theme.

Identify the author's

message or underlying

theme.

��������� ��� ��� Clear, open space for movement.

��������� � ��������� ������� Cinderella Story Cards

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to create tableau.

�������� ����� As groups create, encourage them to stay focused on how their bodies tell about the characters

and their action. Challenge groups to find the focus for their tableau. As groups share, challenge all students to

find something positive to say and to share ideas that can help the groups improve on their tableaux.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

Let’s create a ������� that shows the moment Cinderella and the mice are amazed as

the Fairy Godmother magically turns Cinderella’s rag dress into a beautiful ball

gown. Be sure to face out, with faces expressing the character’s feelings, and all

characters focusing on the dress. Freeze. What information does this scene contain

that helps us understand the message of the story?

�

��

Each group will now get a story card, detailing a different ����� from Cinderella, the

���������� in the �����, and a brief description. You have 5 minutes to create a �
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������� based on the story card. Assign a leader within your group. The leader

receives the story card. The leader will read the card. For 2 minutes, ����������� to

plan the �������. What will it look like? Who or what is the ����� �� ����� of the

picture? What is the main idea of the scene that expresses the author’s message?

��
Now each group will share its �������. Which group thinks its ������� is the first

part of the story? All right, your group will start. Which group thinks its ������� is

the next in the �������� of the story? You are next. (Teacher note: Give the class

the opportunity to decide which ������� should come next in the �������� of the

story.)

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Which ����� has each group dramatized? How can you tell? How is each character

feeling or reacting in each �����? How can you tell? Describe how you decided what

to demonstrate in your �������. Describe how other groups incorporated the

���������� and ������� in the ��������. What information does each scene contain

that helps us understand the message of the story? How did your team work well

together? How did you contribute to the �����? How do each of these ������

connect to help communicate the central message of the story?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe how you decided what to

demonstrate in your tableau.

Describe how other groups

incorporated the characters and

environments in the tableaux.

Which scene has each group

dramatized? How can you tell? How

is each character feeling or reacting

in each scene? How can you tell?

How did your team work well

together? How did you contribute to

the scene?

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

The tableau is sharp and

focused, with a variety of

levels and shapes, and

spaced purposefully to

support a single story

moment.

The tableau contains a

variety of levels and

shapes, spaced well

through the stage area.

The tableau contains

variety in levels and shapes

but students are too close

together.

The tableau is flat with

students standing in

straight lines and at a

single level.

Participants work well

together, listening to and

supporting each other’s

ideas while focused on a

common goal.

Participants cooperate but

one leader dominates.

Participants are aware of

partners’ ideas, but ideas

are not developed.

Participants are focused

on their own ideas.
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���������� ����� �����

���������� ���� �� �����

������������ ����������� � �������� ������

Cinderella's stepmother is grumpy as she makes

Cinderella get down on her knees and scrub the floor.

The two sisters make faces at Cinderella. A little mouse

watches very sadly.

������� ����� ��� ��� ����

������������ ����������� � �������� ����������

Stepmother and sisters dress up, thinking they are

beautiful. They laugh at Cinderella because she is

dressed in rags. Cinderella stands sad and lonely. The

messenger reads the announcement in the distance.

��� ����� ���������

������������ ����� ���������� � �����

The fairy godmother appears and casts a spell so

Cinderella has a beautiful new dress. Mice who are

watching are amazed.

���������� �� ��� ����

������������ ������� ����������� � �������� �������

The prince is “gaga” over Cinderella, who floats in

beautifully. The stepmother and sisters are jealous and

wonder who that beautiful woman can be.

��� ������ �� ������� ��� ����������

������������ ������� ����������� � �������� ��������

The prince (or servant) holds the shoe while the ugly

stepsister tries to fit into it as her sister impatiently

waits her turn. Stepmother tries to hide Cinderella.

��� ���� ����

������������ ������� ����������� � �������� ��������

Nobody can believe it! The shoe fits Cinderella.
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���� ���������� ������

������ Environmental Journey ������ 3 ��� �����������

Drama

���� ������

60 minutes

������ ��������� Students create the coral reef and its creatures through frozen images and sound using

information taken from scientific pictures and books incorporating a variety of details that elaborate their

understanding of the coral reefs.

������� 5. Effective Communicator

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA. 3.3.1: Create a dramatization based on a story.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Create an insightful

dramatization based on a

story, which describes

characters, environments,

and situations.

Create an appropriate

dramatization based on a

story, which describes

characters, environments,

and situations.

Create an appropriate

dramatization based on a

story, which describes two

of the following:

characters, environments,

or situations.

Create an ineffective

dramatization based on a

story, which describes one

of the following:

characters, environments,

or situations.

��� ���� ����������� environment, dynamics, collaboration, visualize

������� ���� ���������� Meaning – LA.3.5.1: Add details, descriptions, and information from different

sources to elaborate meaning.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Add relevant details,

descriptions, and

information from

different sources that

insightfully elaborate

meaning.

Add relevant details,

descriptions, and

information from

different sources that

elaborate meaning.

Add some trivial details,

descriptions, and

information from

different sources that

relate to but do not

elaborate meaning.

Add irrelevant or very few

details, descriptions, and

information from

different sources that do

not elaborate meaning.

��������� ��� ��� Clear, open space for movement.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Pictures of the coral reef, ocean and ocean animals of the reefs

� Articles about coral reefs

� Suggested books:

Stephen Hutchinson. Oceans: A Visual Guide. Firefly Books Ltd., 2005.

Joanna Cole. The Magic School Bus on the Ocean Floor. Scholastic Press, 1994.

Donald Silver. Coral Reef. McGraw-Hill, 1997.

Sylvia Earl. Hello Fish! Visiting the Coral Reef. National Geographic Children's Books, 1999.

� Paper, markers, crayons, etc.

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� information about coral reefs and know how the difference

between creating tableaux and pantomime.

�������� ����� When learning about a specific environment (here the focus is coral reefs), use this lesson to help

students visualize and experience the environment.

Environmental Journey
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

What do you know about coral reefs? How would you describe a coral reef and how

it looks? What are the various natural parts of the coral reef? Look at these pictures

and describe what you see. (Teacher note: Show pictures of coral reefs.)

�

�

I am going to ask you to close your eyes and imagine yourself on a diving expedition

through the ocean �����������, ����������� the coral reef and the creatures. Listen

careful as I take you on the journey.

Close your eyes: “You are in a boat in the ocean. Look around you. What do you

see surrounding the boat? What colors do you notice? How does it feel standing

there on the boat? You pick up your diving suit and wiggle yourself into it. As you

zip it up, don’t forget to put on your face mask and strap on your oxygen tanks. As

you breathe through your mouth, you fall backward into the water and all the sights

and sounds change. What do you hear under the water? What do you see around

you? You start swimming down, down, deeper into the darkening water. You see all

kinds of creatures around you, swimming, floating, slithering, and gliding. One

creature catches your attention. What is it? How does it move? What colors is it

made up of? What is it doing? As you watch, you remember you need to get down

to the bottom of the sea. You keep swimming down, until out of the darkness you

see a variety of colors. Which do you notice first? As you get closer to the ocean

floor, the coral reef is all about you. What do you notice about it? What does it

look like? Which part captures your attention? You swim closer to one part. Look

close, but don’t touch! You don’t want to hurt anything. What shapes do you see?

Textures? How do you think it might feel? Suddenly, something small swims out

and around the reef. What is that little creature? What is it doing? (Teacher note:

Continue as desired, looking and then returning to the boat.) And you take off

your suit. Dry yourself off.” And open your eyes.

�

�

Describe what you saw on your journey. What caught your attention most? Describe

the coral reef you swam near. What were the creatures that you noticed? What

creature darted out from the reef?

�

�

What are the different sounds we might hear amongst the coral reef?

(Teacher note: Make a list of students’ suggestions.)

Everyone please choose one of the sounds without telling anyone. Together, on my

cue, we’re going to make the sound of deep under the ocean. Ready? (Teacher

note: Give the cue and let it continue for 10-15 seconds.) And stop. What did you

notice? What did you hear?

�

�

�

Everyone please find your own personal space. One my cue, you will have 3 seconds

to shape your body to look like the different parts of the coral reef as I call them out.

Ready? Coral. And freeze.

(Teacher note: Encourage students to find imaginative ways to use all parts of their

body. Sidecoach “How would you show that idea with your shoulders? Your back?

Your knees?” Do the same with voices; “What would that creature sound like in the

morning? If it was curious? If it was lost? If it felt hungry?” Point out strong and

effective shapes.)

(Teacher note: Continue with other parts of the reefs, having students work in pairs,

if desired.)

�
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�

We’re all going to become the coral reef together, but just the reef, not the creatures

yet. Who would like to be the reef? Seaweed?

(Teacher note: Find volunteers for all parts.)

Spread yourselves out. Ready? 3, 2, 1, and freeze. Now, add the sound we created

before. Begin. And relax. Let’s try that one more time, but this time we’ll add the

movement of the different parts. How does the seaweed move? The coral?

(Teacher note: List all parts, then have students freeze. Add sound and motion.)

�

�

What kinds of sea creatures live amongst the coral reefs?

(Teacher note: Make a list of students’ suggestions.)

As I show these pictures, identify the sea creatures you see.

�

�

Everyone please find your personal space. You will have 3 seconds to shape your

body to look like the different creatures of the coral reef. Ready? Eel. And freeze.

Rainbow fish. And freeze.

(Teacher note: Continue with other creatures, having students work in pairs, if

desired.)

�

�

We’re going to bring theses creatures to life. Who would like to be an eel? Rainbow

fish?

(Teacher note: Find volunteers for various creatures.)

How do the various creatures move? Be ready to show me. First, shape your body

like your creature. And freeze. Now, show me how it moves. Begin. “The creatures

are swimming about the ocean, enjoying their day. Maybe some start to play with

each other in a slow chase or others might be hiding in part of the coral. Soon, they

feel hungry and the creatures go looking for food. Where do they find it? They eat

and eat, then start to feel a little tired. How does your creature sleep? Where does it

go? Show me how it finds its place. And it settles down to sleep.” And relax.

�

�

Now we’re going to ����������� to bring the whole coral reef to life.

First, we’re going to split the class in half. This half will share their coral reef and

this half will be the audience.

After, we’ll switch. Who will be the coral reef? Think about what part you’d like to

be. Who will be the creatures? Think about what creature you’ll be. First, everyone

who is the coral reef, find a place to create your part. Ready? And freeze.

Now, add sound and movement, finding the �������� of the place and sound.

Now, sea creatures, let’s see you move through the coral reef. Begin. Show us where

your creature likes to be, where it likes to visit and find something to eat. Keep the

sound and movement going.

(Teacher note: Let movement and sound continue for 30-45 seconds.)

And relax.

�

�

Audience, what did you like watching?

Describe how the performers used their bodies and voices to make the coral reef and

the creatures. What parts of the reef or creatures did you see?

How could you tell?

How did they demonstrate their knowledge of the coral reefs?

�
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� (Teacher note: Switch groups.) � �

��
������� ���������� ���� ���������

At your desks, please describe in writing the coral reef we visited. Include all the

details – what you saw, colors, creatures, how they move, what they eat, sounds, etc.

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe what you saw on your

journey. Describe the coral reef you

swam near. Describe how others

used their bodies and voices to

make the coral reef and the

creatures.

What parts or creatures did you see

as others shared? How could you

tell? What details did you see and

hear displayed as the others shared

their ideas?

How did you make use of the

information you were given? What

can you do differently next time to

accomplish more?

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

A dynamic and

imaginative blend of

bodies and voices clearly

communicate the

action/purpose of a scene.

Dynamic use of whole

bodies and strong voices

clearly convey characters,

action, and purpose.

Bodies suggest characters,

action, and purpose but

lack dynamism.

Participants speak clearly,

but too softly.

Bodies give no sense of

character, purpose, or

action. Action may be

done entirely with the

hands. Participants

cannot be heard.

Participants work well

together, focused on

achieving a common goal.

Participants work well

together.

Participants are aware of

partners’ contributions,

but may not build on

them.

Participants are focused

on their own ideas.
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���� ���������� ������

������ Finding the Main Idea ������ 3 ��� �����������

Drama

���� ������

30 minutes

������ ��������� Students create and perform tableaux of the main idea of a text selection, helping them

develop criteria for deciding on a text’s main event.

������� 2. Community Contributor

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.3.3.1: Create a dramatization based on a story.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Create an insightful

dramatization based on a

story, which describes

characters, environments,

and situations.

Create an appropriate

dramatization based on a

story, which describes

characters, environments,

and situations.

Create an appropriate

dramatization based on a

story, which describes two

of the following:

characters, environments,

or situations.

Create an ineffective

dramatization based on a

story, which describes one

of the following:

characters, environments,

or situations.

��� ���� ����������� scene, tableau, narration

������� ���� ���������� Constructing Meaning – LA 3.2.3: Identify the main idea or problem and solution in

a text.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Analyze the main idea or

problem and solution in a

text.

Identify the main idea or

problem and solution in a

text.

Sometimes identify a

detail as the main idea or

unclearly connect a

problem with a solution in

a text.

Identify a detail as the

main idea or

inappropriately connect a

problem with a solution in

a text.

��������� ��� ��� Clear, open space for movement.

��������� � ��������� ������� Selections from a grade-appropriate text being used in class.

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� that stories, chapters and/or paragraphs contain main ideas�

�������� ����� Whenever reading a story or piece of text, the teacher can stop and ask students to present a

tableau of what just happened, what is about to happen or what was the main idea or event that was presented in

the chapter or paragraph. Tableau focuses attention on a single idea or moment, encouraging students to be brief

and to the point, while detailed and clear in their presentation of their idea. A tableau should have a strong point

of focus and consist of a variety of levels, actions, and character intentions.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

In your small groups, read the text passage I am passing out to you. After reading it,

discuss and decide on the main idea or event of the passage. �

� With your group, you have 2 minutes to create a single ������� showing the main

event or problem and solution you chose.

�

� (Teacher note: Groups share tableaux.)

What did each group decide was the main event or problem and solution of the text

� �

Finding the Main Idea
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selection? How could you tell?

Why do you think the group chose that as the main event?

Describe how other groups incorporated the characters and environments into the

��������.

Which ����� has each group dramatized? How can you tell?

� With your group, you have 3 minutes to create a single, descriptive sentence that

accompanies your �������.

�

� (Teacher note: Groups share tableaux with narration.)

Describe how ��������� helped understand the �������.

What did each group decide was the main idea or problem and solution of their

story? How could you tell?

� �

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

How can we identify the main event or problem and solution of a story or text

selection? What criteria can we use that helps us make the identification?

What does the main event tell us about the characters of the story? Or the mood of

the story? Or the author’s message about the story?

How did your team work well together? How did you contribute to your group?

Finish this sentence, “I think it would have been better if we had…”

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe how you decided what to

demonstrate in your tableau.

Describe how other groups

incorporated the characters and

environments into the tableaux.

Which scene has each group

dramatized? How can you tell?

What did each group decide was the

main idea of their story? How could

you tell?

How did your team work well

together? How did you contribute to

your group? Finish this sentence, “I

think it would have been better if

we had…”

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Voices expressively

communicate the mood,

emotion, and purpose of

the poem using a range of

pitches and sound.

Voices convey a sense of

mood, emotion, and

purpose.

Voices can be heard but

give little sense of mood,

emotion, or purpose.

Voices are inaudible.

Dynamic and imaginative

action clearly

communicates the idea of

the text.

The action has a sense of

purpose and reason,

communicating the text’s

central idea.

Actions are clear, but with

little purpose or reason.

Action is mostly done

with the hands.

Action is unclear,

unfocused and rushed.

Participants are visibly

uncomfortable

communicating with their

bodies.
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���� ���������� ������

������ Picture Poetry ������ 3 ��� �����������

Drama

���� ������

45 minutes

������ ��������� Students create and share free verse poems incorporating sensory details and pantomimed

sequences based on the poem.

������� 3. Complex Thinker

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.3.3.1: Create a dramatization based on a story.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Create an insightful

dramatization based on a

story, which describes

characters, environments,

and situations.

Create an appropriate

dramatization based on a

story, which describes

characters, environments,

and situations.

Create an appropriate

dramatization based on a

story, which describes two

of the following:

characters, environments,

or situations.

Create an ineffective

dramatization based on a

story, which describes one

of the following:

characters, environments,

or situations.

��� ���� ����������� scene, vocal articulation, dynamics, pantomime

������� ���� ���������� Range of Writing – LA 3.4.1: Write in a variety of grade-appropriate formats for a

variety of purposes and audiences, such as: stories with a beginning, middle, and end and poems with sensory

details; short reports on content area topics; pieces related to completing tasks; friendly letters; responses to

literature; pieces to reflect on learning and to solve problems.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Insightfully adapt writing

to grade-appropriate

formats for a variety of

purposes and audiences.

Adapt writing to grade-

appropriate formats for a

variety of purposes and

audiences.

Write with some

adaptation to grade-

appropriate formats for a

variety of purposes and

audiences.

Write with little

adaptation to grade-

appropriate formats for a

variety of purposes and

audiences.

��������� ��� ��� Clear, open space for movement.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Pictures that inspire action, dialogue, and the imagination. Suggested resources are art, photography, or sports

magazines, or �������� ���������� and ����.

� Paper, pencil

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to create free verse poems and pantomimes.

�������� ����� Guide students to follow a logical sequence as they write their poems and create their movement

sequences. Encourage groups to find unique ways to express the ideas, not just show the obvious.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

(Teacher note: Consider creating a poem as a class, to serve as an example.)

� Look at this picture. Write down words or phrases that best describe how you

experience the picture. What colors do you notice? What shapes? What objects?

What are the sizes of the different objects? How would you describe the light in the

picture? What is the mood of the picture? How do you imagine the images in the

�

Picture Poetry
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picture feel, taste or sound? How does it make you feel?

��
(Teacher note: Create groups of 3-4 students.)

With your group, you have 10 minutes to create a free verse poem that can

accompany the picture. Include a variety of words from each of you. You may repeat

words, if you choose.

�

� Now your group will have 5 minutes to practice reading the poem aloud while

performing a ���������.

You may read as a chorus, read in parts, or pick one person to read the entire poem,

but everyone in your group must participate in the reading or ���������.

��������� actions that appropriately accompany the reading of the poem. �������

���������� to capture the �������� of the poem as you read.

�

� (Teacher note: Groups share the first round of picture poetry.) What sensory words

and phrases did the group use to capture the feeling of the picture? How did each

group capture the taste, sound, look and mood of the picture? Describe how the

groups used movement to express their poem. Describe how their movement helped

you understand the poem. What did the group want you to feel or think about as

they shared their poem? How did their ����� accomplish that?

� �

� Switch poems with another group. You have 5 minutes to think of a ������� way

through ��������� and reading to perform the new poem you have received.

�

� (Teacher note: Share the second round of picture poetry.) Describe how the groups

used movement to express their poem. Describe how each group captured the taste,

sound, look and mood of the poem with their movement. What did the group want

you to feel or think about as they shared their poem? How did their �����

accomplish that?

�

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

How did your group decide what to do with the poem and ���������? What did

your group do well? How did you help your group? Finish this sentence, “If we were

to do this again, I would…”

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe how the groups used

movement to express their poem.

Describe how their movement

helped you understand the poem.

What did the group want you to feel

or think about as they shared their

poem? How did their scene

accomplish that? How did their

poem make you feel that?

How did your group decide what to

do with the poem and pantomime?

What did you group do well? Finish

this sentence, “If we were to do this

again, I would…”
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���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Voices expressively

communicate the mood,

emotion, and purpose of

the poem using a range of

pitches and sound.

Voices convey a sense of

mood, emotion, and

purpose.

Voices can be heard but

give little sense of mood,

emotion, or purpose.

Voices are inaudible.

Dynamic and imaginative

action clearly

communicates the

purpose of the poem.

The action has a sense of

purpose and reason,

communicating the

poem’s central ideas.

Actions are clear, but with

little purpose or reason.

Action is mostly done

with the hands.

Action is unclear,

unfocused and rushed.
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���� ���������� ������

������ Story Design ������ 3 ��� �����������

Drama

���� ������

(3� 35-45 minute sessions

������ ��������� Students perform tableaux and pantomimes of key events of the plot of a true story, adding

details and descriptions that elaborate the story.

������� 5. Effective Communicator

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.3.3.1: Create a dramatization based on a true story.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Create an insightful

dramatization based on a

story, which describes

characters, environments,

and situations.

Create an appropriate

dramatization based on a

story, which describes

characters, environments,

and situations.

Create an appropriate

dramatization based on a

story, which describes two

of the following:

characters, environments,

or situations.

Create an ineffective

dramatization based on a

story, which describes one

of the following:

characters, environments,

or situations.

��� ���� ����������� collaborate, scene, setting, plot, tableau, narrative, pantomime, sequence

������� ���� ���������� Meaning – LA.3.5.1: Add details, descriptions, and information from different

sources to elaborate meaning.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Add relevant details,

descriptions, and

information from

different sources that

insightfully elaborate

meaning.

Add relevant details,

descriptions, and

information from

different sources that

elaborate meaning.

Add some trivial details,

descriptions, and

information from

different sources that

relate to but do not

elaborate meaning.

Add irrelevant or very few

details, descriptions, and

information from

different sources that do

not elaborate meaning.

��������� ��� ��� Clear, open space for movement.

��������� � ��������� ������� Two or three non-fiction versions of a true event and pictures of the event.

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to create tableaux and pantomimes.

�������� ����� This helps students visualize each section of a story, by breaking down the elemental pieces and

summarizing the key events or ideas of the story. It can also be an assessment of students’ ability to identify and

summarize the key events or ideas of a story.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

������� ��

(Teacher note: Read aloud the beginning of the chosen story.)

What are the key moments/events of the beginning of the story? Listen again as I

read the beginning of another version of the same event. Look at these illustrations

of the event. (Teacher note: Show pictures.)

�

Story Design
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� (Teacher note: Create groups of 4-5 students.) As a group, you have one and a half

minutes to create a ������� of an event from the beginning of the story.

�

�� (Teacher note: One at a time, groups share.)

Describe how each group captured the key events of the beginning of the ����. What

details did they use that helped tell the story? Describe how the other students used

voices and bodies to create characters. What did each group decide were the key

events of the plot’s beginning? How could you tell? How did they elaborate on the

���� and meaning of the story?

�

�

� You now have two minutes to collaboratively create a ��������� sentence to

accompany the ������� that describes the characters and action of your picture.

�

�� (Teacher note: One at a time, groups share.) �

��

Write a detailed passage that describes the characters and events of the story’s

beginning.

�

��

������� ��

(Teacher note: Read aloud the middle of the story.)

What are the key moments/events of the middle of the story?

Listen again as I read the middle from another version of the same event.

Look at these illustrations of the event. (Teacher note: Show pictures.)

�

��

Together, we are going to create a ���������� �������� of the story’s middle.

First we need to decide who will be each of the characters. Second we need to

decide who will be the �������.

(Teacher note: Solicit volunteers and group them accordingly.) The ������� people

shape your body to look like you’re the part. Show us how you can show the action

of your part. Characters, shape your body like your character. Move through the

������� as suggested in the middle of the story. Finally, let’s create the �������� of

the event we’ve chosen. What’s first? Second? Third?

On my cue, let’s bring this event to life.

�

�

� Describe how each group captured the key events of the plot. What details did they

use that helped tell the story? Which sources did they use? Describe how the other

students used their voices and bodies to suggest their characters. What did each

group decide were the key events of the middle of the story? How could you tell?

How did they elaborate on the ���� of the story? What do you notice about the way

others’ used their bodies, their eyes and faces that made this an effective

���������� ��������? What else could we have done to strengthen our

���������?

�

�� Write a detailed passage that describes the characters and events of the middle of the

story.

�

��

������� ��

(Teacher note: Continue with the end of the story, either as a tableau or

pantomime.)

� � �

� What are the basic properties of a story’s plot? What did we learn about the story? �
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�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Describe how each group captured the key events of the plot. What details did they

use that helped tell the story? Which sources did they use? Describe how the others

students used voices and bodies to create characters. How did your group decide

what the key event of the beginning, middle or end was? What was the strongest part

of your dramatizations? How did you contribute to your group’s dramatization?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe how each group captured

the key events of the beginning or

middle or end of the plot. What

details did they use that helped tell

the story?

Describe how the others students

used voices and bodies to create

characters.

What did each group decide were

the key events of the plot of the

story? How could you tell? How did

they elaborate on the meaning of

the story?

How did your group decide what

the key event of the plot?

What was the strongest part of your

dramatizations?

How did you contribute to your

group’s dramatization?

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

A scene offers a clear

sense of characters,

setting, relationships,

conflict, and emotions. A

clear central idea builds

from character

relationships.

A scene contains

characters, a setting, and

conflict, but with little

emotion. The action is

simple, but evocative of a

central idea.

A scene offers some sense

of character, setting, and

event but lacks conflict or

emotion.

A scene lacks any sense of

characters, a setting, or

central event. There is no

central idea to the scene.
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���� ���������� ������

������ Story of Numbers ������ 3 ��� �����������

Drama

���� ������

45 minutes

������ ��������� Students develop and perform scenes based on original word problems developed from

number sentences that demonstrate their understanding of multiplication or division.

������� 4. Quality Producer

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.3.3.1: Create a dramatization based on a story.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Create an insightful

dramatization based on a

story which describes

characters, environments,

and situations.

Create an appropriate

dramatization based on a

story which describes

characters, environments,

and situations.

Create an appropriate

dramatization based on a

story which describes two

of the following:

characters, environments,

or situations.

Create an ineffective

dramatization based on a

story which describes one

of the following:

characters, environments,

or situations.

��� ���� ����������� character intention, expressive qualities, character, story, scene, characters, action, dialog

������� ���� ���������� Numeric and Algebraic Representations – MA.3.10.1: Model situations that involve

multiplication and division of whole numbers using objects/pictures and number sentences.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Model situations that

involve multiplication and

division of whole numbers

using objects/pictures and

number sentences, with

accuracy.

Model situations that

involve multiplication and

division of whole numbers

using objects/pictures and

number sentences, with

no significant errors.

Model situations that

involve multiplication and

division of whole numbers

using objects/pictures and

number sentences, with a

few significant errors.

Model situations that

involve multiplication and

division of whole numbers

using objects/pictures and

number sentences, with

many significant errors.

��������� ��� ��� Clear, open space for movement.

��������� � ��������� ������� Copies of word problems (as examples) and number sentence examples.

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� that in drama, a story is told or idea communicated through the

characters, dialogue and action.

�������� ����� This lesson helps students visualize and make sense of number problems. It can be used to help

students put number sentences into a real world context or develop equations in a way that helps them

understand the purpose equations have in our daily lives. When story building, participants should not write the

dialog or action down at first, instead remaining actively engaged in working out their ideas for character, dialog

and action on their feet. This keeps the young participants focused on the plot and characters rather than

remembering the “right” words. With each work through of the developing scene, they understand the situation

better and develop a richer scene.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� (Teacher note: Write a simple number sentence on the board, such as 5x7=__.)

What is the solution to this number sentence?

�

Story of Numbers
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�
Let’s develop a story based on this number sentence. Who might be two characters?

(Teacher note: Write students’ suggestions on the board.)

What object might they have 5 of? What action happens to the objects, multiplying

the 5 by 7, and why?

Now, how can we put these ideas together into a story ending with a question?

(Teacher note: Example – On the way to school, two girls found a package with 5

cupcakes in it. They wanted to make them last all day, so they cut each cupcake into

7 pieces. How many pieces did they have then?)

�

� Who will volunteer to help me act out this story right now?

(Teacher note: Choose a volunteer and improvise a simple version of the word

problem ending with a question.)

�

� How did the two of us communicate the story? What are the important parts of

creating a scene? (Characters, action, dialog) How did we use our voices to express

the characters’ emotions and intentions?

�

� (Teacher note: Create groups of 3.)

�� In your groups, develop your own story based on the number sentence then build a

scene about it as the volunteer and I did. Make sure to create characters and

communicate your idea through action and dialog.

(Teacher note: Use any number sentence and/or operation that best suits what your

class is studying.)

�

�� (Teacher note: Each group shares their scene.) �

� ������� ���������� ���� ���������

Describe how the other groups made their scene clear and understandable.

How did they use their voices and bodies to help tell the story? How did you use

your voice to express your character’s emotion and intentions? What was the story

in each scene? How could you tell?

What math operation did each story demonstrate? What was the number sentence?

What actions did they use to show the operation? What objects did they

incorporate into their scene?

What was the most interesting or surprising part of each group’s scene and what

made it so? How well did your group work together? What did your group do that

you think was good? How did you help your group?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe how the other groups

made their scene clear and

understandable. How did they use

their voices and bodies to help tell

the story? How did you use your

voice to express your character’s

emotion? Determine how

reasonable each number sentence

and its solution were.

What was the story in each scene?

How could you tell? Why did the

groups select those words or actions?

What feeling was each group trying

to convey? How did they convey the

feeling?

What was the most interesting or

surprising part of each group’s scene

and what made it so? How well did

your group work together? What

did your group do that you think

was good? How did you help your

group?
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���� ���������� ������

������ Machines ������ 3 ��� �����������

Dance

���� ������

50 minutes

������ ��������� Students create, 1) a class-generated list of the similarities and differences between a wheel

and an inclined plane, 2) wheel shapes and motions, and inclined plane shapes with a partner, 3) sequences of

rhythmic movements representing motorized machines, and 4) a class-generated list of work machines do to make

our lives easier.

������� 2. Community Contributor, 4. Quality Producer

���� ���������� How the Arts Are Organized – FA.3.4.1: Apply dance elements to create a simple movement

sequence.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Apply an extensive variety

of dance elements to

create a simple movement

sequence.

Apply a variety of dance

elements to create a

simple movement

sequence.

Apply a few dance

elements to create a

simple movement

sequence.

Apply one or two dance

elements to create a

simple movement

sequence.

��� ���� ����������� dynamics, rhythm

������� ���� ���������� Force and Motion – SC.3.7.1: Compare how simple machines do work to make life

easier.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Classify how different

machines do work to

make life easier and justify

the classification.

Compare how simple

machines do work to

make life easier.

Describe, with assistance,

how simple machines do

work to make life easier.

Name a few simple

machines that do work to

make life easier.

��������� ��� ��� Large, open space; all tables and chairs pushed aside.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Samples of basic machines: inclined plane (scissors, door stop, knife) and wheels (toy car, rolling pin)

� Pictures of wheels and planes (e.g., see Inclined Planes by Michael Dahl, Bridgestone Books, 1996.)

� Hand drum

� Upbeat music and CD player

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� what a machine is and how different types of machines do work,

specifically, the wheel and the inclined plane. Hands on experience with both would be good.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� We have been studying machines. Can anyone remember the definition of a

machine? Right, a machine helps people do work. What are some examples of

machines? Yes, some machines need a motor that uses electricity or batteries. Some

machines only need muscle power.

Today, we are going to review two simple machines that do not need motors. The

first simple machine is a wheel. Can you make your body into a wheel? How can

you roll? Can you roll another way? Try lying on the floor like a log. Roll your log.

� �

Machines
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This is another kind of wheel. Sit up.

How is a wheel useful? Yes, it makes moving things easier. Where do you see

wheels being used to help people do work? (wheelbarrow, shopping cart, car)

� The second simple machine can be seen on a playground at our school, at the mall,

on top of your house, and at the Water Park. This machine helps people move

themselves and objects from a low level to a higher level and back. What is it?

Remember, I said it does not need a motor.

(Teacher note: Show pictures of slides, stairs, ramps and roofs.)

These are all called “inclined planes” or “wedges”; one end is higher than the other.

Some are flat, some are not, but all inclined planes help move people and things

faster and easier.

Find a way to show an inclined plane with your own body. Another way. Use just

your legs, arms, whole body. Make a really steep inclined plane. Make one that is

almost horizontal.

�

� Choose a partner.

Explore creating inclined planes with your partner. Try just one person making the

plane and the other one supporting it. What about both of you connecting and

making inclined planes. Try a steep incline. Would that be harder to go up than a

flatter incline?

Choose your favorite partner inclined plane shape to share with the rest of the class.

Let’s look at these 3 pairs. Which is steepest? Flattest? If it’s horizontal, is it an

inclined plane? What is the other name for this machine (wedge)?

�

�

�

� Let’s make a dance about wheels and wedges. Keep the partner you have.

We are going to divide the class into 2 groups: group 1 over here, group 2 over

there. Move with your partner to the group I tell you to go to.

Group 1 will start by creating wedge shapes with their partner. Freeze these shapes.

Group 2 will travel like wheels around, between, and perhaps under group 1’s

wedges. Stay near your partner as you travel.

As you move, listen for me to say “Switch.” You will then change jobs immediately.

Group 2 will create wedge shapes with their partners and freeze. Group 1 you will

begin to travel like wheels.

(Teacher may play upbeat music. Call out “Switch” at random times.)

What dance words describe the machine motions you did (tilt, lean, support, roll,

turn, spin)?

How are the wheel and the wedge similar? Different? Let’s make a list.

�

�

�

� The wheel and wedge do not need motors to work. Now let us think about

machines that do. Let’s make a list of actions that motorized machines do, e.g.,

twisting, grinding, chopping, stirring, shifting, stamping, etc.

Spread out in the general movement space. Find your own personal space and sit

down. We’re going to create these machines with our bodies. The movements of

machines repeat and have a set ������. What if we were ‘open and close’

machines? Can you find a way to open and close your mouth in time to my drum

�

�
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beat?

(Teacher note: Play a steady beat on the drum.)

Open and close your hands….your arms….your legs…your eyes…your whole body.

Try doing it quickly, slowly. Make the movement big or small. Open and close with

tightness in your whole body. You are using the elements of dance to vary the

open/close movements. What other elements can you use?

Now try up and down movements. Move your head up and down…arms…knees …

elbows…etc. Now we will put these movements into a simple sequence. Listen to

the way I say the words: o-pen, close, up, up, up, down. Say it with me. Now you

must create the movement of the machine that has this r�����.

� Find a partner to work with and sit together. I’m going to call out machine

movements from our word list.

With your partner, create a sequence of at least two movements that you can repeat

over and over. For example, if I say “mixing machine,” you and your partner could

roll your arms high over your heads really fast, then circle your hips slowly as you

both turn in place. Or, you could be connected: Face each other, holding hands,

and quickly crisscross your arms, then raise your connected hands and turn in place,

underneath your arms. Be sure to use a variety of dance elements when creating

your sequence.

Try a mixing machine…a chopping machine…etc.

�

�� Now get into groups of 4. We are going to make a bigger machine.

In your group, count off 1 through 4. Number Ones, your movement is grinding.

Number Twos, your movement is pushing and pulling. Number Threes, your

movement is chopping. Number Fours, your movement is crushing.

I will call out the numbers in order. Start your sequence when you hear your

number.

As before, each of you will have at least two movements in your own sequence, but

this time, instead of repeating your sequence immediately, you will wait until I call

your number again. Keep moving until your sequence is finished, even if I have

already called the next number.

You have one minute to create your sequence. Remember the movement can be big

or small, fast or slow, it can change levels. You may or may not be connected.

Collaborate so that the four of you do not all use the same body, energy, space and

time as each other. Make sure that your ��������, levels, body parts, speed and size

of movement change from person to person. Place yourselves so that you look like

one big machine, not four separate ones.

Now add sound effects to your machine.

Let’s have each group share their machine. Show us the frozen starting shape of

your machine. Then I’ll start counting. When I say “off,” the machine stops and

you freeze.

(Teacher note: Play with the timing of calling out the numbers, so that sometimes,

all four students are moving at once.)

�

�
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What dance words describe the machine motions you did?

What does this machine remind you of?

Which elements were missing from your group’s sequences?

How could your group change/improve next time?

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Which did you like more, dancing like real machines (wheels and wedges) or your

own made up ones? Are machines necessary in our lives? Why?

Let’s make a list of the work inclined planes and wheels do for us that make our

lives easier.

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe the similarities and

differences between a wheel and an

inclined plane.

How do machines make our lives

easier?

What dance words describe the

machine motions you did?

What does this machine remind you

of?

Which elements were missing from

your group’s sequences?

Which did you like more, dancing

like real machines (wheels and

wedges) or your own made up ones?

How could your group

change/improve next time?

Are machines necessary in our lives?

Why?
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���� ���������� ������

������ Triangles with Stretchies ������ 3 ��� �����������

Dance

���� ������

40 minutes

������ ��������� Students use their hands and feet to stretch elastic loops into different triangle that are

frozen, move in place, and travel through space. Students also create a movement sequence that includes three

different sized isosceles triangle shapes with smooth and/or sharp transitions, non-locomotor or axial movement

of the triangle and locomotor movement of the triangle.

������� 4. Quality Producer

���� ���������� How the Arts Are Organized – FA 3.4.1: Apply dance elements to create a simple movement

sequence.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Apply an extensive variety

of dance elements to

create a simple movement

sequence.

Apply a variety of dance

elements to create a

simple movement

sequence.

Apply a few dance

elements to create a

simple movement

sequence.

Apply one or two dance

elements to create a

simple movement

sequence.

��� ���� ����������� locomotor, non-locomotor/axial, contrast, dynamics

������� ���� ���������� Geometric Shapes & Their Properties and Relationships – MA 3.5.1: Compare the

basic properties of isosceles, equilateral and right triangles.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Compare the basic

properties of isosceles,

equilateral, and right

triangles, with accuracy.

Compare the basic

properties of isosceles,

equilateral, and right

triangles, with accuracy,

with no significant errors.

Compare the basic

properties of isosceles,

equilateral, and right

triangles, with a few

significant errors.

Compare the basic

properties of isosceles,

equilateral, and right

triangles, with many

significant errors.

��������� ��� ��� Large, open space; tables and chairs pushed to side.

��������� � ��������� �������

� One stretchy band for each child (a loop made out of nylon spandex, 1 inch wide, about 4 feet in

circumference, or plain elastic)

� Hand drum

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� the basic properties of triangles (equilateral, isosceles, right).

�������� ����� If students have never used stretchies before, let them play with them for a few minutes before

starting the lesson.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� (Teacher note: Pass out stretchies to students.) Can you guess what these are made

out of? The rules for use are: Do not put them in your mouth or tightly around

your neck. Stand up and get tangled up as much as you can in 8 counts. Untangle

in 8 counts.

Use your hands and feet to hold the stretchie in a square shape (e.g., 2 feet are

anchoring 2 vertices of the square to the floor, while hands are holding the other 2

vertices, making the stretchie taut).

�

Triangles with Stretchies
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�� Make the stretchie into a shape (closed plane figure) that has 3 sides and 3 vertices,

with 2 of the vertices touching the floor. What have you made? Make it an

equilateral triangle. What are the properties of an equilateral triangle? Where must

your hand be? Correct, it must be directly over the midpoint of the side that is

touching the floor. And all sides must be the same length. How would you make

an isosceles triangle? Right, just raise or lower your hand. What happens to the

triangle when you move your hand directly over one of your feet? Yes, it becomes a

right triangle. (Teacher note: You may need to repeat this several times, and review

the properties of the various triangles.)

Can you make a triangle with just one vertex touching the floor? Make an

equilateral (and isosceles and right) triangle with only one vertex touching the floor.

What if all 3 vertices were touching the floor? Try the three triangles at low level.

Can your triangle tilt forward, sideways, backwards? Can it turn in place? Vibrate?

Melt? Can it do any other ������������� or ����� movements?

� � �

� Can you use one stretchie to make two triangles? 3? 4? �

� Make a sequence of any three triangles that are at different levels. Change from

triangle to triangle using sharp energy. Do it again, but with smooth energy.

�

� Now make your triangle travel in the general space. Can you make it jump and

travel? Hop (1 foot) and travel? Spin and travel? Jerk and travel? Travel smoothly

and change shape? How else can it ��������?

�

�� Create a simple movement sequence that includes (in any order):

� three isosceles triangle shapes of different sizes using smooth and/or sharp

transitions

� ������������� �� ����� �������� of the triangle

� ��������� �������� of the triangle

Start and end the sequence with freezes. Remember B.E.S.T. Use the different

elements to make your sequence have �������� and ��������.

You have 5 minutes to plan and practice.

Let’s have half the class sit down over here and watch the other half. Switch.

Describe the triangles you saw being made by your classmates.

What do these triangle dances remind you of?

What dance elements did you leave out that you could include next time?

�

�

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Can you make your stretchie into a shape we have not yet seen today?

How is this shape different than the three kinds of triangles we worked on today?

�

Optional Extension: Three people hold one stretchie. They create the three

different triangles in as many different ways as possible. Try having 2 people stay in

place, and create the triangles by having just one person move. Try having 1 person

stay in place, and create the triangles by having 2 people move. Students can also

make scalene, obtuse and acute triangle, and other geometric shapes.
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���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����
��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

�������� ��� ��������� ��� ��� �����

���� �� ���� �����������

�������� ��� ���������� �� ���

��������� ����������

���� �� ����� �������� ������

������ ��� ���

���� ����� ����� ��� ���� ����

������

���� ����� �������� ��� ��� �����

��� ���� ��� ����� ������� ����

�����
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���� ���������� ������

������ What’s My Vocabulary Word? ������ 3 ��� �����������

Dance

���� ������

60 minutes

������ ��������� Students create 1) a simple movement sequence that represents a single word, 2) a group

movement sequence that represents three words, and 3) an oral story that is suggested by the movement sequences

of other groups.

������� 2. Community Contributor, 5. Effective Communicator

���� ���������� How the Arts Are Organized – FA 3.4.1: Apply dance elements to create a simple movement

sequence.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Apply an extensive variety

of dance elements to

create a simple movement

sequence.

Apply a variety of dance

elements to create a

simple movement

sequence.

Apply a few dance

elements to create a

simple movement

sequence.

Apply one or two dance

elements to create a

simple movement

sequence.

��� ���� ����������� locomotor, non-locomotor/axial, transition

������� ���� ���������� Discussion and Presentation – LA 3.6.1: Use oral language to obtain information,

complete a task, and share ideas and personal opinions with others.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Use creative oral language

to obtain information,

complete a task, and share

ideas and personal

opinions with others, in a

highly effective way.

Use oral language to

obtain information,

complete a task, and share

ideas and personal

opinions with others.

Use typical oral language

that sometimes aids in

obtaining information,

completing a task, or

sharing ideas and personal

opinions with others.

Use inappropriate oral

language that does not aid

in obtaining information,

completing a task, or

sharing ideas and personal

opinions with others.

��������� ��� ��� Large open space; tables and chairs pushed to side.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Index cards with vocabulary words written on them, 1 word per card; make 4 cards of the same color for each

vocabulary word. Use a different color card for each different word

� Master list of vocabulary words on chart paper

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� that they can work together as a group. Students should have

experience making shapes and moving spontaneously. They should know that they can work together as a group

to create one shape or one movement. They can be connected. They do not all have to be doing the same thing

and look alike. Each one can have a different role in the creation of the whole.

�������� ����� Use vocabulary words from your reader or any words you want students to learn. Verbs are the

easiest words to represent through movement. Students with the same vocabulary word should show their

movement simultaneously. This is less threatening than having each child show the meaning of the word

individually.

What’s My Vocabulary Word?
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� The index cards that I am passing out (1 per person) each have one of the

vocabulary words we have been studying written on it. You will have two minutes to

create a simple movement sequence that has a beginning shape, a movement that

represents your verb, and an ending shape. Let’s all practice at the same time. Go.

Make any changes you need to. Practice again.

�

� All students with blue index cards come to the front of the room to perform (all

with same vocabulary word). All start frozen. When I say, “Go,” show your

movement sequence and then stay frozen in your final shape until everyone in the

group is finished.

�

�� Audience, what vocabulary word are they representing?

(Teacher note: Display a master list on chart paper.)

Which dance element stands out the most in the movement sequences for this

word?

(Continue until all students have performed.)

Which vocabulary words were harder to represent? Why?

�

�� Now get into groups of 3 or 4. Each group randomly picks three different colored

index cards with vocabulary words.

Your group is to create a movement sequence that represents the three words

through shapes and movements. Use ��������� and ������������� movements.

You can work together as a group to create one shape or one movement. You can

be connected. You do not all have to be doing the same thing and look alike. Each

one can have a different role in the creation of the whole. You should plan and

practice so that you can perform the words one after the other, with smooth

�����������. Begin and end with a freeze.

Let’s all practice at the same time. Revise if necessary.

�

�� Now I am going to pair up the groups. Group A go with Group B. (Teacher note:

pair up Group C with Group D, Group E with F, etc.) Group A will watch Group

B perform its movement sequence. Instead of guessing the vocabulary words, Group

A will make up a mini-story that it thinks is being suggested by the movement. It

may only be 1 or 2 sentences. It may be nonsense. That’s OK. Group A should

memorize their story and practice saying it out loud together.

Then Group B watches Group A and creates a story suggested by Group A’s

movement sequence. When we come back together as a whole group, Group A will

first perform its sequence in silence. Then it will perform again while Group B says

its story out loud. Then they will switch. All groups must be sure to have their

stories rehearsed. Practice several times until the group telling the story speaks as

one voice. You have 10 minutes.

� �

�� Showtime! Each group will perform twice in a row with no talking in-between, once

in silence and once with the partner group telling its story.

� �

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Did you think of a different story when you saw the movement sequences? What

story did the movement sequence suggest to you?

�
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� The index cards that I am passing out (1 per person) each have one of the

vocabulary words we have been studying written on it. You will have two minutes to

create a simple movement sequence that has a beginning shape, a movement that

represents your verb, and an ending shape. Let’s all practice at the same time. Go.

Make any changes you need to. Practice again.

�

� All students with blue index cards come to the front of the room to perform (all

with same vocabulary word). All start frozen. When I say, “Go,” show your

movement sequence and then stay frozen in your final shape until everyone in the

group is finished.

�

�� Audience, what vocabulary word are they representing?

(Teacher note: Display a master list on chart paper.)

Which dance element stands out the most in the movement sequences for this

word?

(Continue until all students have performed.)

Which vocabulary words were harder to represent? Why?

�

�� Now get into groups of 3 or 4. Each group randomly picks three different colored

index cards with vocabulary words.

Your group is to create a movement sequence that represents the three words

through shapes and movements. Use ��������� and ������������� movements.

You can work together as a group to create one shape or one movement. You can

be connected. You do not all have to be doing the same thing and look alike. Each

one can have a different role in the creation of the whole. You should plan and

practice so that you can perform the words one after the other, with smooth

�����������. Begin and end with a freeze.

Let’s all practice at the same time. Revise if necessary.

�

�� Now I am going to pair up the groups. Group A go with Group B. (Teacher note:

pair up Group C with Group D, Group E with F, etc.) Group A will watch Group

B perform its movement sequence. Instead of guessing the vocabulary words, Group

A will make up a mini-story that it thinks is being suggested by the movement. It

may only be 1 or 2 sentences. It may be nonsense. That’s OK. Group A should

memorize their story and practice saying it out loud together.

Then Group B watches Group A and creates a story suggested by Group A’s

movement sequence. When we come back together as a whole group, Group A will

first perform its sequence in silence. Then it will perform again while Group B says

its story out loud. Then they will switch. All groups must be sure to have their

stories rehearsed. Practice several times until the group telling the story speaks as

one voice. You have 10 minutes.

� �

�� Showtime! Each group will perform twice in a row with no talking in-between, once

in silence and once with the partner group telling its story.

� �

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Did you think of a different story when you saw the movement sequences? What

story did the movement sequence suggest to you?

�
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���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����
��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

����� ����� ������� ������ ���

��� ���� �� ��� ��������

��������� ��� ���� ����� ���������

���� ����� ��� ��� ��������

�������� ������� �� ����

��� ���� ���������� ����� ������

�� ��������� ���� ������� ����

��� ����� �� ���� ���� ��� ��� ��

��������� � ���������� ����

������� ���������
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���� ������

������ B-A-G+E ������ 3 ��� �����������

Music

���� ������

50 minutes

������ ��������� Students create and notate a melody for the rhyme "2, 4, 6, 8" using notes B, A, G, and E.

������� 2. Community Contributor, 3. Complex Thinker

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.3.2.1: Use the notation of whole, half, quarter, eighth,

dotted-half notes, and rests.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Use the notation of

whole, half, quarter,

eighth, dotted-half notes,

and rests, with ease and

accuracy.

Use the notation of

whole, half, quarter,

eighth, dotted-half notes,

and rests, with minimal

difficulty and no

significant errors.

Use the notation of

whole, half, quarter,

eighth, dotted-half notes,

and rests, with difficulty

and/or a few significant

errors.

Use the notation of

whole, half, quarter,

eighth, dotted-half notes,

and rests, with great

difficulty and/or many

significant errors.

��� ���� ����������� quarter note, eighth note, rhythm, melody, introduction, coda

��������� ��� ��� Regular seating.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Melodic instruments – xylophone, resonator bells, tone bars or recorder

� Blank chart size paper to write rhythm

� Large sized manuscript paper - staff should be large enough for students to draw notes and to be seen by whole

class

� Tape recorder

� Sample rhythmic notation of “2, 4, 6, 8”

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to play a bar instrument or recorder. They should be familiar

with the terms introduction, coda, melody, rhythm, quarter and eighth note values.

�������� ����� This can be a noisy lesson so set boundaries and guidelines for working with instruments. Give

rules for playing the instruments (e.g., treat instruments with respect. Use words such as tap instead of hit).

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� (Teacher note: Say rhyme to students.)

"2, 4, 6, 8

Meet me at the garden gate

If I'm late, please wait.

2, 4, 6, 8"

Please listen again and see if you can join in on the third time.

(Teacher note: Repeat several times until students are comfortable with rhyme.) �

�� We will divide the class into 4 groups.

Each group will have a set of bells with the notes (B-A-G-E) and one line of the

rhyme. Using the ������ of the words and your bells, create a ������.

The group that has the first line, would you also develop a short ������������?

�

B-A-G+E
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Those of you working on the last line, would you please add a ����� Also, the last

line should end on G. Practice your melody until you are comfortable with it.

(Teacher note: Give students time to work through assignment before playing it.)

� We will now combine all the phrases to make a song out of this poem. You will all

need to be ready to play your line. Be courteous listeners when not playing. I am

going to tape your melody.

�

�� Now let's see if we can figure out the rhythm of each line.

(Teacher note: Go through each line and let students determine rhythmic pattern.

As students figure out rhythm, write the notes – ������� and ������� – on a large

paper so that everyone can see it. See sample rhythmic notation for “2, 4, 6, 8.”)

I am going to divide you into four groups. Each group will get one line from the

rhyme to create a melody. Here is some manuscript paper. Please write out your

������ using the correct rhythm.

When your group is done, let's put this melody in order. (Teacher note: When

students complete their line, join sections together and post.)

�

� Before class ends, let's play our ������ one more time.

Is there someone who can read the notes and play the whole melody?

(Teacher note: if students are using recorders, this lesson can be adapted for use

with recorders. Students could work in pairs so that as one student plays, the other

can notate pitches. Several pairs could work on the same phrase. When phrases are

done, they can be combined to make the whole song.)

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

What do you like about your melody? What would you do to make it different or

better?

Listen to the tape I made of your melodies. How do you feel about this recording?

How can we improve on it?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe the types of notes used to

write your melody.

What does your melody make you

think about?

What did you like about your

melody? What would you do to

make it different or better?

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Use the notation of

quarter and eighth notes,

with ease and accuracy.

Use the notation of

quarter and eighth notes,

with minimal difficulty

and no significant errors.

Use the notation of

quarter and eighth notes,

with difficulty and/or few

significant errors.

Use the notation of

quarter and eighth notes,

with great difficulty

and/or many significant

errors.
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���� ������

������ Beethoven's 5th ������ 3 ��� �����������

Music

���� ������

45 minutes

������ ��������� Student's play the rhythmic pattern of the opening phrase of Beethoven's 5th Symphony on

different sound sources in the classroom.

������� 3. Complex Thinker

���� ���������� How the Arts Communicate – FA.3.2.8: Use specific musical terms to respond to elements of a

musical performance.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Use a wide variety of

specific musical terms to

respond to three distinct,

appealing elements of a

musical performance,

based on the expressive

qualities of the music

rather than extramusical

associations.

Use a variety of specific

musical terms to respond

to two elements of a

musical performance,

based on the expressive

qualities of the music

rather than extramusical

associations.

Use a few specific musical

terms to respond to one

element of a musical

performance, based on the

expressive qualities of the

music rather than

extramusical associations.

Use one or two specific

musical terms to respond

to one element of a

musical performance,

based on the expressive

qualities of the music

rather than extramusical

associations.

��� ���� ����������� melody, rhythmic pattern, dynamics, movements, symphony, orchestra

��������� ��� ��� Seated for listening and discussion at desks or on the floor.

��������� � ��������� �������

� CD player

� Richard Pelmutter. Sing Along Symphonies. (Track 1: Beethoven's Wig) CD. Ronn 8112, 2002. (Available at

Borders or Amazon.com)

� George Szell. Conductor. Beethoven, Symphony No. 5. CD, Phillips 2001. (Any version readily available.)

� Beethoven Lives Upstairs. DVD (Available at Amazon.com)

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to listen to music without interruption. They are familiar

with the terms rhythm, rhythmic pattern, dynamics, and melody.

�������� ����� Create an atmosphere where students can listen without interruption.

To learn more about Beethoven, let students view Beethoven Lives Upstairs (approximately 50 minutes) in

another lesson.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

Today I have a special composition that I would like you to hear. A famous

composer named Ludwig van Beethoven wrote it. Beethoven wrote many different

kinds of musical pieces. This one is Symphony #5. Yes, he wrote others before this

– 1, 2, 3, and 4 all the way up to 9. Beethoven lived between 1770 and 1827. One

of the things he is especially remembered for is the fact that he wrote many pieces of

music while he was growing deaf. In fact, by the time he wrote his Ninth

Symphony, he was completely deaf.

Beethoven’s 5th
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��
Symphonies are large musical works played by an ��������� and made up of 4 or

sometimes 5 large "chapters," called ���������. I'll play only a short part of the

first movement. As you listen, see if you can remember the ������ of this

beginning. (Teacher note: Play opening.)

I'll play it again. Now can you gently clap that rhythm pattern? Good. This time as

I play it can you listen carefully for the ������ of that pattern. Would you sing me

that ������? What do you notice about the ������? Don't worry if you can't

remember it. We'll listen again. (Teacher note: Play the selection several times so

that students can recall the melody.)

Can you describe the �������� �������? What are some of the things that helped

you remember the ������? How did you remember the ������? Tell me about the

��������� Dynamics refers to the ���� ������� ��� ����� ������� of music�

Let's listen to the whole first �������t. What do you notice about the ��������

������� that you heard in the opening section? (short, repeats) Why do you suppose

Beethoven did this?

�

�

�
I also have another recording that I would like you to hear. I will play only a short

part. (Teacher note: Play Beethoven's Wig from Sing Along Symphonies CD.)

What did you notice? How did this compare to the ��������� version? �

��
I would like you to now find a "safe" place in the room in which you can play the

opening ������ of this ��������.

(Teacher note: Let students use any available sound source – desk, stand, wall,

board, chair, etc.)

Ready? Let's play it together. Let's all find something wood to play it on. Now find

a metal. How about plastic. Which sounded the best? Why?

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

In listening to the two versions of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, which one did you

enjoy? Why? Which one do you think you should purchase? Which one would you

recommend to a friend? Why?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

What instruments did you hear?

What was the difference between

the Beethoven's Wig version and

the "traditional" version of

Beethoven's Fifth Symphony? How

were they the same?

Describe the dynamics? Rhythm?

Melody?

How did each version make you

feel? How do you think the

composer was feeling when he wrote

this? What made you think so?

Which one did you like better?

Why? If you had the money, would

you buy this recording? Which

version? Why?
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���� ������

������ Comparing Themes ������ 3 ��� �����������

Drama

���� ������

45 minutes

������ ��������� Students create tableaux that show parts of two related stories from different cultures,

demonstrating similar and contrasting elements in the stories.

������� 2. Community Contributor

���� ���������� How the Arts Shape and Reflect Culture – FA.3.3.4: Compare similar dramatic themes

between works from various cultures.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Compare similar dramatic

themes between works

from various cultures,

with insight and

significant details.

Compare similar dramatic

themes between works

from various cultures,

using significant details.

Compare similar dramatic

themes between works

from various cultures,

using some details.

Compare similar dramatic

themes between works

from various cultures,

using few details.

��� ���� ����������� plot, problem, scene, character, action, event, theme

��������� ��� ��� Clear, open space for movement.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Board or chart paper and markers

� Ed Young. Lon Po Po. Philomel, 1989. (or other “Little Red Riding Hood” versions as found in Creative

Storytelling or Trials and Tribulations of Little Red Riding Hood, both by Jack Zipes). The illustrations in the

book demonstrate action-filled pictures or tableaux.

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to create tableaux.

�������� ����� The questions in the lesson are meant to have children think about “themes” and compare the

stories before discussing what a theme is. Once they have thought through the questions, then they are ready to

understand theme. This lesson could be used for any pair of stories with which you want to compare themes.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

Who knows the story of “The Little Red Riding Hood?” Let’s review it.

(Teacher note: Have students tell the story.)

What are the major events of the story? Let’s create a list of 6 to 10 major events,

such as Little Red meeting the Wolf, the Wolf at Grandma’s House, and Little Red

seeing the Wolf disguised.

�

�

In small groups, you will create �������� of each of the ������ we have listed as I say

them.

(Teacher note: Give groups up to 30 seconds to create each scene)

�

�

Who is the main ��������� of the story? What does she do that she isn’t supposed to

do? What happens because of her �������? What does she learn from her experience

in the story?

�

Comparing Themes
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� Now listen as I read another story, Lon Po Po that comes from China.

� Compare and contrast Lon Po Po and “Little Red Riding Hood.” �

� What are the major ������ of Lon Po Po?”

(Teacher note: Create a list of 6 to 10 of the major events of the story.)

�

�
In small groups, you will each create a ������� of one of the ������ we have listed.

(Teacher note: Give groups 30 – 60 seconds to create.) �

��

(Teacher note: As you have students share the tableaux in story order, ask the

following questions.)

What does each ������� tell you about the ����������? How do they feel? What are

they trying to do? How can you tell? What is the main problem faced by the

����������? Describe what each group captured in their �������. How have they

used their bodies to show the parts of the story? Describe how the two “Little Red

Riding Hood” stories are similar or different.

�

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

How did your group work together? What made your group successful? How did

you overcome problems? Finish this sentence, “The next time we practice our scene,

I think we could…”

How are our version of “Little Red Riding Hood” and the Chinese Lon Po Po

similar? What makes the plots of these stories similar? What do you think the

characters each learned from their experiences that are the same in both stories?

�

� Introduce what “�����” is, as exemplified by this lesson. �

� (Teacher note: Have students describe in their writing journals the similarities and

differences between the two versions of the story.)

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe what each group captured

in their tableau. How have they

used their bodies to show the parts

of the story? Describe how the two

“Little Red Riding Hood” stories

are similar or different.

What does each tableau tell you

about the characters? How do they

feel? What are they trying to do?

How can you tell? What is the main

problem faced by the characters?

What makes the plots of these

stories similar?

How did your group work together?

What made your group successful?

How did you overcome problems?

Finish this sentence, “The next time

we practice our scene, I think we

could…”

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Characters in a tableau

have clear, strong

objectives in conflict with

each other. Action

evolves naturally from the

objectives and conflict.

A tableau contains

conflict, but character

action needs to be

stronger and more urgent,

with a particular goal.

A tableau contains action

but with little connection

to characters, relationships

or events.

Characters, relationships,

and events are unclear due

to lack of action.
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���� ������

������ B.E.S.T. ������ 3 ��� �����������

Dance

���� ������

45 minutes

������ ��������� Students apply dance elements (body, energy, space, time) to create a simple movement

sequence that includes three shapes and different locomotor movements.

������� 2. Community Contributor, 4. Quality Producer

���� ���������� How the Arts Are Organized – FA.3.4.1: Apply dance elements to create a simple movement

sequence.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Apply an extensive variety

of dance elements to

create a simple movement

sequence.

Apply a variety of dance

elements to create a

simple movement

sequence.

Apply a few dance

elements to create a

simple movement

sequence.

Apply one or two dance

elements to create a

simple movement

sequence.

��� ���� ����������� body, energy, space, time, focus, contrast, dynamics, general space, mirroring

��������� ��� ��� Large, open space; all tables and chairs pushed aside.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Hand drum

� B.E.S.T. Dance chart (see Appendix: Resources for Teachers)

� CD player

� Music suggestions with a steady beat:

Eric Chapelle. Music for Creative Dance: Contrast & Continuum, Volume III. Audio CD. Raven

Ventures, Inc. RVCD 9801 (Selection: Morning Fours)

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to mirror each other and are familiar with dance elements –

body, energy, space and time. Students are able to find the steady beat in music.

�������� ����� Select music that has a steady rhythm with an upbeat tempo.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� Stand where you can see me and begin to ������ my movements. Notice that I am

moving different ���� parts, not just my arms. (Teacher note: Use shoulders, hips,

back, fingers, legs, etc.)

Notice what kind of ����� I am using: sometimes small movements…sometimes

big…sometimes my body is at middle level…sometimes high…sometimes low. What

kind of ������ am I using now? Right, tight…now loose…now sharp…now

smooth…now light. Notice what kind of ���� I am using…fast tempo…slow

tempo…with a steady beat.

�

� Today, we will create a simple dance using B.E.S.T.— ����� ������� ����� and ����.

Our dance has 48 counts. It has four sections to it –

Beginning – Two shapes (8 counts)

Middle – a) Moving in place using stretch, twist, bend (16 counts)

b) Traveling away from and back to partner (16 counts)

Ending – Two shapes (8 counts)

B.E.S.T.
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We will be using this music selection to accompany our dance. Let’s listen to it. Can

you find the beat? Show me the beat by nodding your head…tapping your

fingers…shrugging your shoulders. Let’s count it.

�

�

��

�

Find a partner and a place in our general space to work.

Let’s work on the beginning of our dance. Together, create a sequence of two

shapes. Memorize the shapes. You have 8 counts to perform these two shapes.

Let’s practice. I will count and you and your partner perform the shapes. Ready, 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, Freeze. Do your shapes again, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, Freeze. Relax

your shapes.

Let’s work on the middle part of our dance. It has two parts – 16 counts moving in

place, and 16 counts moving away from your partner and back together again.

Decide how you will move in place first. You can stretch, twist, or bend. The next 16

counts, partners travel through the ������� ����� away from each other and back

together. Remember B.E.S.T. Use different body parts, change tempos, try

different levels, and use different energies. This will show �������� and �������� in

your dance. I will put on the music so that you can time your movement to the

music.

(Teacher note: Monitor the groups. Do a practice rehearsal with all the groups to see

where they are.)

You end your dance with your two shapes. You have 8 counts for this.

Let’s put all the parts of the dance together now. Start in neutral – just standing.

When the music begins, I will give you an 8 count lead in and then you begin.

Everyone, ready? 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and begin. (Teacher note: Allow 2 to 3 practice

runs.)

�

�

�� Staying with your partner, break into 2 groups: performers and audience. Perform

the sequence you and your partner just did.

� Describe which dance elements you and your partner used in your dance.

� Are the partners making the same shapes as each other even when they are not

looking at each other?

� How could you make your movements have more variety?

� How does it feel to work with your partner? What are the challenges?

� What would you title this short dance?

Switch groups. Reflect again.

� �

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Are there some dance elements that often get left out of our dances? What are they? �

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe which dance elements

(body, energy, space, time) you and

your partner used in your dance?

What would you title this short

dance? Why?

How could you make your

movements have more variety?

Do you need to focus on your

partner? Why?

Are there some dance elements that

often get left out of our dances?

Which ones?
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���� ������

������ Pilobolus ������ 3 ��� �����������

Dance

���� ������

60 minutes

������ ��������� After viewing an excerpt on video of the Pilobolus modern dance company, students create a

connected group “creature” (3 people) that moves and travels. Students explain their interpretations of others’

dances.

������� 2. Community Contributor, 3: Complex Thinker

���� ���������� How the Arts Communicate – FA.3.4.2: Explain personal interpretations of a variety of

dances.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Explain, in great detail,

personal interpretations of

a variety of dances.

Explain, in detail,

personal interpretations of

a variety of dances.

Explain, in some detail,

personal interpretations of

a variety of dances.

Explain, in minimal

detail, personal

interpretations of a variety

of dances.

��� ���� ����������� shape, connect, mood

��������� ��� ��� Large, open space; all tables and chairs pushed aside.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Pilobolus Dance Theatre. Excerpt Bucklar’s Plaint from “Monkshood’s Farewell,” VHS. 1998.

� VCR/TV

� Chart paper and pens or chalkboard

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to connect to one another safely.

�������� ����� The dancers in the video are wearing unitards. You may want to be prepared for possible

giggling and/or comments.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� Today, we are going to watch a video of a modern dance company called

“Pilobolus.” This is a 4 minute excerpt of a longer dance.

(Teacher note: Show video.)

�

� Let’s talk about what you saw.

Describe what ������ and movements you saw.

What does the dance remind you of?

�

�� Let’s watch the video one more time.

What do you think the dance is about? Explain why you think that.

What was the most interesting part and why?

Did you like it or not and why?

�

���

��

Find two other people to work with. ������� to create a creature with five legs.

You may not sit on another’s shoulders as in the video.

Make your creature walk, turn, jump, freeze. Make the creature bow, attack, get

injured, and die. Explore these movements and experiment with different �����,

e.g., funny, scary, or proud creatures. Also try creatures with 3, 4, 6 and 8 legs.

�

Pilobolus
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Choose your best creature and practice this sequence: freeze, bow, attack, get

injured, retreat, die, and freeze. Name your creature.

� Every group will practice their dance sequence at the same time. Don’t talk until all

the groups are finished. Then, make any adjustments or changes. Let’s all practice

again, all at the same time.

� �

�� Each group will perform their creature’s dance sequence and tell us its name. After

the dance, tell us a little about your creature.

Audience, what was the most interesting part and why?

What is your interpretation of the group’s dance?

Explain which part of the dance makes you think that way.

�

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Do you think that there can be more than one interpretation of a dance? Explain. �

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe what shapes and

movements you saw.

What do you think the dance is

about?

What does the dance remind you

of?

What is your interpretation of the

group’s dance?

Explain which part of the dance

makes you feel that way.

What was the most interesting part

and why?

Did you like it or not and why?

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Use dance vocabulary and

descriptive language to

describe shapes and

movements; make many

detailed observations.

Use dance vocabulary to

describe shapes and

movements.

Describe the basic shapes

and movements but do

not use dance vocabulary.

Describe the number of

dancers performing and

identify levels used.

Elaborate on the possible

meaning of the dance;

explain how the elements

are used to create the

meaning.

Offer opinions on the

meaning of the dance and

give reasons for opinions.

Offer opinion on the

meaning of the dance.

Offer an implausible

suggestion about the

dance’s meaning.
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